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FOREWORD
by

Rear Admiral D. J. Campbell, AM, RAN
I'm delighted to have been asked to contribute this foreword to SLIPSTREAM.
The big project for the Association at present is the writing of the history of Australian Naval Aviation;
it is a proud story which goes back to the early days of the RAN and one whose publication is long overoue.
As part of our observance of Australia Remembers, the Navy's Maritime Studies Program, supported
by the Australian Naval Institute and the Australian National Maritime Museum, recently conducted an
excellent naval history conference with the theme "The RAN in World War 2". Although that period does
not loom large in our aviation history (operations from cruisers excepted), it did see the foundation laid for
the modern era. Sir Guy Royle , who was Chief of Naval Staff in 1941-45 and a former Fifth Sea Lord, put
in train the process that was to lead to approval for a two-carrier force that was to become the backbone
of the Fleet fo'r the next few decades . I believe we owe a considerable debt to Admiral Royle and one that
we have been slow to recognise. No doubt the history will give him his due.
Naval aviation stands at the dawn of a bright new day. The next decade will see a virtual tripling of the
number of aircraft at sea. ALBATROSS alone will be unable to sustain this force and we can look forward
to a commensurate increase in the necessary shore infrastructure in the West and the North. Altogether,
we face a considerable challenge in putting this force structure in place and the lessons of the past will be
invaluable in this regard. The aircraft and their platforms have changed, but the indomitable spirit that has
characterised the Fleet Air Arm remains the same .
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Editorial
The Fleet Air
Australia is
AVIATION for
this edition of

Arm Associaton of
indebted to SHELL
their sponsorship of
Slipstream.

The picture on the front cover was
ta ken several years ago . Since the
photograph was taken , both the
aircraft have disappeared, the trees
have been chopped down and a sentry
box
with booms (m anned by
civilians) , has been erected in the
centre of the road . The only part
remaining from the earlier days is the
front wall and ttie gates .
At a recent dinner , the CO of
Albatross , Commodore Sloper AM
RAN, said that in the not too distant
future , the front gates and surrounding
buildings would disappear as the
development of Albatross progressed.
Another landmark, the Cinema (als o
in the photograph) , w ould als () suffe r
the same fate . A new Gymnasium,
the development of the AJASS oval
and other worlq class facilities, could
entice participants of the Sydney 2000
Olympics to utilise Albatross as a
training base.
I hope to have more inform ation
on this initiative in the next edition of
Slipstream .
Things
have
changed
quite
dramatically over the past few years at
Albatross and the surrounding district.
It has always been of concern to me
that members who live far afield and
have not , or cannot, visit their old
'stamping
grounds',
must
often
wonder what changes have occurred
over time . To try and remedy this
situation, the National Executive have
given me the go-ahead to investigate
the production of a video to cover
Albatross , the Australian
Naval
Aviation Museum and the Nowra /
Jervis Bay area.
Albatross have promised their full
cooperati on in the project, and I am
endeavour ing to piece together a list of
the things that YOU, the member ,
would like to see on film .
Please drop me a line and let me
have your ideas . I sugges t that you
don't delay, things are moving so fast
that there wont be anything left to
reco9nise. Ed.

DISCLAIMER
All rights reserved. Reproduction in part
or whole is forbidden without the express
pennission of the Editor in writing.
The views and opinions expressed in this
publication do not necessarily reflect the
views and opinions of the Association or
Committee of Management.

INTRODUCING
REAR ADMIRAL D.J. CAMPBELL, AM RAN
FLAG OFFICER NAVAL SUPPORT COMMAND
Rear Admiral Campbell was born in Brisbane on 16 August 1945. He joined
the Navy in 1961 as a 15 year old Cadet Midshipman and graduated in 1964 from
the Royal Australian Naval College, Jervis Bay, as the Queen 's Medallist. After
fleet experience in HMA Ships ANZAC (DD-59) , VAMPIRE (DD-11 ), and
MELBOURNE (CV-21) during the Malay Peninsular campaign , he took part in the
first RAN/USN midshipmen's exchange programme , serving in USS ESSEX
(CV S-19 ). This was followed by further training at Britannia Roya l Naval College ,
Dartmouth , and Sub Lieutenants' specialist courses in the Portsmouth area.
His postings as a junior officer were ashore and afloat , at home and abroad .
He served in the training establishment , HMAS CERBERUS ; at Fleet
Headquarters ; in HMAS HOBART (DDG-39) in Vietnam ; and in HMAS SUPPLY
(A0-195) . He was next on the staff of the RAN College , HMAS CRESWELL . and
then on the staff of the Naval Attache Washington . While in USA, he undertook
advanced logistics training and upon returning to Australia in 1976 , served as the
inaugural ILS Director in the Naval Materiel Division and then in Officers'
Post ings in the Naval Personnel Division.
Promoted to Commander in 1979, he was seconded as Military Secretary and
Comptroller to His Excellency the Governor-General for three and a half years.
He then became the first Director of Naval Supply Research and attended the
Australian Joint Services Staff College . This was followed by a post ing to the
Flagship , HMS STALWART (AD-215) , as Secretary to the Fleet Commander and
Maritime Commander. In 1985 he was promoted to Captain and appo inted as
Secretary to the Chief of Naval Staff at Navy Office in Canberra . He was
promoted to Commodore in December 1988.
For th e next three years he was the Naval Attache , Washington , a position
that included being Naval Adviser , Ottawa . Largely in.recogn ition of that service
(which spanned the Iraq War) , he was appo inted as a Member of the Order of
Australia . This posting was followed by two years as the Director-Genera l
Intelligence Operations in the Defence Intelligence Organ isat ion, Canberra .
Rear Admiral Campbell was promoted to his current rank in 1993 and
appointed the Deputy Chief of Naval Staff in February 1994 . He became the
Naval Support Commander in July 1995 .
He attended the National and International Security Program at Harvard
University in 1991 and the Advanced Management Program at the Wharton
School of the University of Pennsylvania in 1994 .
His interests include fly fishi ng, reading , and the perform ing arts.
Rear Admiral Campbe ll married the former Kaye Blackband , in 1968. They
have two children : Penny, who is a law student at the Australian National
Univers ity and a Naval Reservist ; and Trav is, who is an Officer Cadet at the
Defence Academy .

A LAST FAREWELL
ASHWELL L.J . (NZ FAAA) - 6 April 1995
ALEXANDER Roy - 14 April 1995
· SLADE John - 18 April 1995
HAYNE Ronald Henry - ('Butch') Cmdr RAN Rtd - 24 April 1995
SPARKS Jim - ('Hawse-pipe Jimmy') - 23 May 1995
LEE Gordon John - ('China ' ex-LAM(E)) - June 1995
WILKINSON Albert (ex-CPOAF) - June 1995
CONELLAN Robert - 21 June 1995
FLETCHER John - (ex-LEM) June 1995
TURNER John James - ('Topsy' ex-(AH) RN) - 02 July 1995
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SHELL - FIRST
Historically, wherever in
the world civil and private
aircraft have wanted to go,
Shell was almost inevitably
there first - ahead of the early
airlines and pilots attempting
'first ever' record flights.
As far back as the early 1920s,
Shell had a vision to establish a
network of fuel and lubrication
services in Europe , Africa, the
Middle East, Far East, South
America and elsewhere, to meet
the needs of the fast growing
armada of aircraft which emerged
after the first world war.
Shell's select band of couriers many of them pilots - went to
countless
staging
points
throughout the world where a plane
was likely to land for re-fuelling .
The service wasn't confined to
land... as giant seaplanes were
developed to reach even more
inaccessible places , fuel depots
were established alongside great
rivers, lakes and even on inhabited
islands far out to sea.

IN AVIATION

in a number of major aviation
events since the commencement
of flight, and has been closely
associated and supportive of
man's initiatives to conquer what
was previously thought impossible
Shell
fuelled
Bleriot's
successful flight across the English
Channel in 1909, the winner of the
first Aerial Derby in 1912, and the
winner of the Schneider Trophy in
1913.
During the first world war, Shell
was exclusive supplier of all
military
British aircraft.
This
partnership continued with Shell's
support of the first Atlantic flight in
1919 by Alcock and Brown, and in
the same year the first flight from
England to Australia by brothers
Ross and Keith Smith.
The Smiths responded to a
challenge by the Prime Minister of
the day, Billy Hughes, who offered
10,000 pounds for the first
Australian aviator to complete the

trip from England to Australia - a
distance of 11 ,250 miles - in under
30 days. The sponsorship of the
recent Shell Spirit of Broqklands
Vimy was the re-enactment flight
of the original route travelled by
the Smith brothers 75 years ago.
The first solo flight from
England to Australia by Sqldr. Bert
Hinkler in 1928, and the first solo
flight by a female pilot from
England to Australia by Miss Amy
Johnson in 1930, are other notable
achievements with which Shell was
involved .
In 1989, Shell supplied the fuel
to Qantas for the first non-stop
flight from London to Sydney in 20
hours and 9 minutes (August 1617). This fuel was specially
formulated
by Shell
at its
laboratory in Hamburg.
Shell continues to be a market
leader for the supply of aviation
fuel covering more than 800
airports spanning 80 countries .

Throughout the pioneering 20s
and into the 30s, more than one
thousand
aerodromes
and
emergency landing strips became
centres for a unique Shell service providing not only fuel and oil, but
also an innovative information
service advising local climatic and
geographic conditions .
One of the many notable
employees of Shell was Douglas
Bader, returning to the company
after his wartime achievements.
Douglas was determined
to
establish an aircraft operation fully
related to the needs of an oil
company . As first managing
director of Shell Aircraft, Bader
strove to ensure Shell was the
safest, most efficient carrier, and
that the benefits of accumulated
experience could be shared by the
oil industry, manufacturers and
commercial aviators.
Shell has proudly participated

The Shell Spirit of Brook/ands Vimy historic flight was the re-enactment of the
original routes travelled by brothers Ross and Keith Smith in 1919.
Photograph by Ron Israel

•
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This market leadership is reflected in Shell's
supply position with the Defence forces in
Australia, where it currently supplies Avtur and
Avgas to many of the Department of Defence
bases, including Richmond, Darwin, Fairbairn ,
East Sale and Nowra. Shell also continues its
uninterrupted supply of Avcat to the Navy .
Shell's arrangements with the Navy also
cover the supply of specialised Naval distillate ,
a job it's done since this fuel was introduced in
1983.

Shell's tradition of service to the Defence
forces in Australia goes back many years and
the company is proud of the relationship tha t
exists between the two organizations . On
recognition of this strong and enduring
relationship, Shell is pleased to be a Founding
Governoror sponsor of the Australian Naval
Aviation Museum.
As well as leading the way with the Defence
forces, Shell also leads the way on the ground .
Shell continues to supply all your motoring needs
with new products and services and upgraded
shops and facilities.
In the air, on the water or on the ground ,
GO WELL - GO SHELL.

Shell Spirit of Brook/ands Vimy Pilots
Aust ralian Lang Kidby (left) and American Peter McMillan
Photograph courtesy Shell Australia

Shell Spirit of Brook/ands Vimy being unloaded fro m an Ame rican transporter at the USAF base, Mildenhall UK.
Photograph courtesy Shell United Kingdom
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WELFARE OFFICER'S REPORT
by Ivan ' Chips' Gray JP

NATIONAL
PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE
There are a couple of matters
that I wish to bring to the attention
of the members at this time.
First I have to advise you of
changes to the composition of the
FMA Executive . Les Matterson has
resigned as Vice President and his
place has been taken by John Arnold.
Les has been a very energetic member
of the team and is still very much
involved with the cataloguing of the air
stores at Nowra. I wish to thank Les for
all he has done for the FAAA, and
sincerely hope that he follows the
good advice he has been given to
'take it easy' (if that's possible) . John
Arnold has been a member of the
Executive for some time as the FAAA
Public Relations Officer and as the
Editor of Slipstream and he now takes
on additional duties as Vice President.
I wonder at times at how he manages
to fit 25 hours into each day.

You will remember that in last
edition of Slipstream we gave
details of those veterans who are
entitled to treatment for cancer (or
other terminal conditions), and
those
of
us who
have
no
entitlement.
I also had a similar article included
in 'Cameraderie', the official journal of
the Regular -Defence Forces Welfare
Association.
As a result, both the
Editor and myself have received
numerous telephone calls on the
subject, all, of course, confirming the
facts contained in the letter I received
from
Mr.
Stonehouse,
Deputy
Commissioner,
NSW
Veterans'
Affair.s.
Numerous letters from members
far and wide have also reached me .
Because of the confidential nature, all
are suffering terminal conditions,
names will not be mentioned but
please accept our thanks for' your
interest.

I was pleased to see that many
who had received a rejection from the
Department of Veterans' Affairs, had
The second matter which I wish to
taken the matter up with their local
bring to your attention is the writing of
Federal Member in an attempt to have
the History of Australian
Naval
the eligibility guidelines altered . One
Aviation . From the responses I have
writer pointed out that in the
received from the Divisions it is
Commissioner's
letter, where the
obvious that there is strong support for
Malaya/Malaysia campaign - 29th
this project but, as is the case with
June 1950 to 21st May 1963 is
most projects, we need funds . I am
mentioned as a period of eligibility, it
actively seeking sponsors but in the
only applies to Naval personnel in a
long run it will come down to the
limited set of circumstances that is
members. Its our story and if we want
shore services or direct actio~ against
it written then we will have to put our
the insurgents . To those that are
hands in our pockets and pay for it.
taking the matter . up with their ·
Please read the flyer that is enclosed
Federal
Members, you may
be
with this issue of Slipstream . Please
heartened
to know that
the
don't put it aside with the thought
Huskisson Sub Branch of the RSL
'must do something about that', act
were successful
in having the
now. All donations, no matter what
Southern Districts Council accept a
size, will be most welcome and all
motion for those veterans who served
donors will be acknowledged
in
between 1948 and December 1972,
Slipstream . If you have any concerns
then contact your Division President or . and had not otherwise become eligible
for benefits under VE Act ,
be
Secretary for further information.
accepted for
the
treatment of
The final matter I would like to
terminal conditions. This will now, in
mention is the 1996 Reunion to be
due course, be presented at National
held on the Gold Coast. Do assist the
Congress. The Naval Association and
committee by sending off your
Regular Defence Forces Welfare
registration form now, and please
Association are likewise aware of the
pass the word to any ex-birdies who
situation, so every letter helps. Who
are not members of the Association :
knows, with an election pending we
Thank you and best wishes to you all.
could gain a benefit.
'Toz' Dadswe/1

Recently
Veteran's
Affairs
introduced a new service - Veterans'
Advice Network (VAN) .
VAN is an information, advice and
advocacy service to meet the needs of
the veteran community and their
friends or family seeking advice. It will
answer
questions
and
provide
information on pensions, allowances
or health care services available
through the Department. The service
will provide up-to-date information and
advice on any community health and
home support services available in the
local community . To use the service,
you do not need a Department of
Veterans' Affairs pension or health
care entitlement.
To contact an adviser call the VAN
office nearest you .

NEW SOUTH WALES
Sydney - (02) 213 7900
Newcastle - (049) 26 2733
Lismore - (066) 22 4481
Gosford - (043) 23 4945
Wollongong - (042) 26 0190
Parramatta - (02) 893 9892

VICTORIA
Melbourne - (03) 284 6221
Geelong - (052) 218963 - 1800 65 339
Bairnsdale - (051) 531 444

QUEENSLAND
Brisbane - (07) 223 8532
Gold Coast - (075) 711 549 - (075) 711278
Townsville - (077) 22 3344 - (077) 22 3317
Cairns - (070) 52 1126 - (070) 52 1066

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Adelaide - (08) 213 2385

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TER'Y
Canberra - (06) 267 1411

NORTHERN TERRITORY
Darwin - (089) 27 0044

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Perth - (09) 366 8222

TASMANIA
Hobart - (002) 21 6628
• Assistant Welfare Officer NSW Division
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Rising from the ashes ....
I would be grateful if you could give consideration for inclusion of my
request in your magazine as it has good coverage among both Service
personnel and affiliated interested public .
As you will appreciate , it is very difficult to locate former residents and
visitors to Rabaul over a period of some seventy years, and knowing the names
of tri-service tours during and after the war.
In October 1994, Rabaul PNG, was destroyed by volcanic action . Much of
the town history has been lost, particularly that displayed in the New Guinea and
RSL Clubs.
The RSL Club is slowly being dug out by jackhammer from a solid ten feet
of pumice . The War Memorials have been retrieved and stored, however, nearly
all the memorabilia displayed in the RSL is gone.
Over the years, visiting Service personnel donated plaques , photographs
and other gifts , very little of which survived .
Our Committee is endeavouring to locate copy photographs, souvenirs and
written remin iscences of Rabaul , particularly the RSL. Fundraising is currently
in progress to rebuild the RSL.
If any reader can assist, your contact would be gratefully acknowledged .
Yours sincerely, Mrs Gael Penrose
Rabaul RSL Memorabilia Co-ordinating Committee, 'Rose Hill', BARRABA NSW 2347
Tel. (067) 821415

Another Aviation First
In April 1889, an unknown Frenchman strapped on a pair of wings
and jumped from the top of the Eiffel Tower. On that day, new
words were added to the history of aviation - compound fracture!

UP...two ..three - DOWN ...two ..three
Dear Ed,
In 1950, as a naval wife, I was allowed to visit my husband at
Albatross on Sundays when he was duty weekend . I can't remember how
I got out there from Nowra, but it would have to have been by bus as we
didn't own a car.
We , my small daughter and I, would meet my husband at the main
gate and then go to the mess·for those Roast Pork and trimmings dinners
they had on a Sunday .
One particular day, whilst waiting at the main gate for my husband to
turn up, I watched the comings and goings of the personnel between
Albatross and the married quarters (rabbit patch). From my observation,
I noticed that only one person in civilian clothing received a snappy salute
from the Quartermaster. I wondered how the QM would know 'who was
who', when there was a constant stream of people passing through the
gate. This action prompted me to write to the local newspaper with the
comment that, 'I thought it was the uniform that was supposed to be
saluted and not the man'.
My letter was eventually published in the paper, the reply that
appeared in the next edition read:
'Dear Madam, You are the type of person who would salute a uniform
if it was hanging in a wardrobe' .
Yours sincerely ,
Dorothy Fry

I would like to make contact with
ex-NAM(O) John McGillicutty , who '
worked with me at the Albatross Bomb
Dump in 1954. I believe he came from
the North Shore , Sydney .
K. Raddatz
If anyone knows the whereabouts
of 'Pop ' Stark , please ask him to
contact
his
brother , Ron, on
Stradbroke Island . Please note that it
is not a life or death situation.
Barry Uster

HMS OCEAN
ASSOCIATION UK
Joyce Knowlson, Hon.Secretary
of the above association , has
forwarded the following information
about the new Helicopter Carrier
now being built in Scotland and to
be named l:IMS Ocean. [The info is
supplied by the Fleet Relations
Officer and dated January 1995.]

The ship is being built in eight
sections , and section eight (the stern and first section to be built ) is due to
be completed now and will be
transported to the slipway in Spring.
Work has started on sections five to
seven , and the sections will be
transferred to the slipway at about two
week intervals .

THERE WILL BE NO LAUNCH
CEREMONY
I understand that in the past there
has been a delay to ship's building
programmes as a result of waiting for
the right tidal window to fit in with the
VIP programme . The ship will be
launched when she is ready and there
is a suitable tide in the Clyde (even if
that is in the middle of the night ). The
best guidance I can give is that the
launch will be in the late summer or
early autumn .
She will be taken round to the
Vickers shipyard in Barrow for fittingout in the spring of 1996 , and it is
planned that instead of the launch
ceremony , there will be a naming
ceremony there in due course .

1
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1957 Eastern Area lnterservice Sports Tug-of-War Team (110 Stone) HMAS Albatross
Rear (L-R) 1 .Unknown 2. Unknown 3. Unknown 4. Unknown 5. 'Punchy' Parsons
Front (L-R) 1. Unknown 2. Reg 'Banjo' Patterson 3. Bruce Burns 4. Bill 'Pappy' Gault 5. Jim Hawkins
6. Keith Harris 7. Roger Brearley
Photo RAN -Bill Gault

Possibly Air Ordnance Team from 723 Sqdn - once again, information please. Photo

courtesy Ron Tasker
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..it wasall thefaultofthe*'*** FDO!
Dear Ed,
It is amazing how a photograph
can jolt the old grey cells into
action and the cover photograph on
the April edition of Slipstream
certainly
carried
many
vivid
memories for me.
It was the time of Admiral's
Inspection in 1962 and Melbourne
was at anchor in Hervey Bay. All those
who served at sea will recall the state
of pandemonium that existed in a ship
prior to and during
admiral 's
inspection . Passageways were roped
off to preserve the newly applied paint
surfaces, passageway doors were
fastened to prevent access to a
shining
mess
deck,
movement
throughout the ship became a time
consuming occupation and at time
people were marooned in an isolated
area for days .
The flight deck was no exception,
and I had the honour of being the
Flight Deck Officer for this particular
inspection . A week or. so before the
inspection Commander (AIR) sent for
me and expressed a wish that the Air
Department do something different for
the
inspection . An
impressive
presentation would not harm his
chance of promotion but a less than
impressive display could be bad news
for the FOO.
After giving the matter a lot of
thought
I came
up with
the
arrangement
as shown
in the
photograph . The Squadrons involved
were 805 and 816. You will note that
all aircraft are in the correct numerical
sequence , and not shown in the
photograph ,
but
on
parade
nevertheless, were Jumbo , the tow
motors , and fork lifts .
I took my plan to 'Wings' and he
approved it, but I had made one
serious error, I had not consulted with
my Flight Deck Captain, CPO Tommy
Cumberland.

Now ... nothing happens on a flight
deck without the approval of the FD
Captain. For ten minutes I stood to
attention while the Chief told me a few
home truths about running a flight
deck and occasionally a few home
truths about my supposed ancestry.
However, the die was cast.
Hours were spent measuring out
the wheel markings so we would not
have
any
unfortunate
handling
accidents. Then we had to prise the
aircraft out. of the hands of the
squadrons . Moving aircraft around
was a problem as we also had to paint
the flight deck, no simple task in itself.
Just as soon as we got an aircraft into
place the squadron AEO would want it
struck down into a hangar. Tempers
flared on more than one occasion and
it was 'all the fault of the *'*** FOO'!
Came the great day and all was in
place. The Sycamore was excused the
inspection so that aerial photographs
could be taken The Admiral duly
appeared on the flight deck. He
acknowledged the various salutes and
then engaged the Captain in deep
conversation , the subject of which we
were not privy. On arriving abreast the
island he turned to starboard and
entered the door leading to his sea
cabin . He made only one comment 'Very tidy'.
As a spectacle, the range on the
flight deck was most impressive , but
the time and effort spent in bringing it
all together made me wonder if it had
all been worthwhile .
Thanks to the photograph taken by
Soapy McKeon's 'box brownie', the
memories come flooding back. The
hard work and long hours are
forgotten , the disagreements with the
squadron CO's and AEO's are lost in
the passage of time, and what we are
left with is a wonderful photograph of
a job well done A photograph of a very
tidy range of aircraft.
'Toz' Dadswe/1- 'Honorary Handler '

OCCUPATfONAL
HAZARD
A married couple, Freda and Fred, had been successfully smuggling native
birds out of Australia to the United States for years .
Freda suggested that they could double the ir earnings by smuggling some
American wildlife on the return trips.
'For example,' she said. 'I've got a squirrel here and I am going to hide it by
stuffing it down the front of my pants .'
'And this is for you, Fred,' she said, handing him a skunk. 'That will bring big
money back in Australia . Stuff it down the front of your trousers.'
Fred protested : 'What about the smell?'
Freda shrugged her shoulders , 'If it dies ..... it dies.'

ADVICE TO
BUDDING
PILOTS
BY

NINO

AN ' ARROWIN TALE OF MISFORTUNE
To ONE AND ALL I WILL UNFOLD
OF PILOT WHO LANDED IN MUCK ' EAP
THROUGH FL Y IN' IN HARVARD TOO BOLD :
'TwERE DOWN AT DISPERSAL ONE MORNIN G
WHERE ALBERT WERE SITTING ON CHAIR
THAT DETAIL WERE PASSED TO CLOT ' s · cASTLE
YOUNG ALBERT WERE TAKIN ' TO AIR .
BUT ALBERT STILL SAT THERE UNCONSCIOUS
AND , EAT ING A TWOPENN Y BUN ,
WERE STARTLED TO HEAR SENIOR P ILOT
SHOUT , " ALBERT . THERE' S WORK TO BE DONE! "
BUT ALBERT WERE SLOW ON T H E UPTA K E
AND SHEPISHLY ANSWERED , "W H O , ME ?"
AND BACK CAME THE ANSWER ABR U PT-LI KE
" 00 ELSE IS CALLED ALBERT , BUT THEE! "
SO ALBERT GOT UP MOST RELUCTANT
AND STARTED TO LOOK FOR HIS GEAR ,
WHILE ALL THE TIME W ISHING MOST HEARTY
HE ' D KEPT OFF THE PREVIOUS NIGHT ' S BEER !
' E SCRIBBLED
' JS MARK IN THE FLIGHT
700 ' E WROTE ON wrrH CARE ,
AND AFTER A MANNER OF SPEAKIN '
' E SCRAMBLED
' IS REAR INTO AIR.

BOOK ,

Now ONCE UP ALOFT ' E FELT SHOCKIN '
AND WEARY ON EYE
AND BLOODSHOT
AND ALL ' E COULD SEE ALL SURROUND IN'
WERE ACRES AND ACRES OF SKY.
WHEN ALL AT ONCE OUT ON HORIZON.
' E BLINKED TWICE AND THERE 'TWERE AGAIN.
A WEE SPECK wrrH WINGS WERE FLYIN'
" BY GUM, " SAID OUR ALBERT. " A PLANE!"
'TWERE CO RETURNING FROM SORTIE
A LITTLE DISGRUNTLED AND SOUR
WHEN WHAT HE SAW N EXT SHOOK HIM RIGID
'TWERE ALBERT AT X MILE S PER HOUR .
Now X MILES PER HOUR IS SUMMAT
WHEN FLYING IN SEA HAWK MARK JV ,
BUT ALBERT WERE FLYING IN HARVARD
WH ICH MA K ES rr A GRADELY Brr MORE!
' E DIVED LIKE AN 'AW K ON IS TARGET .
THEN PULLING O N POLE BO L D AS BRA SS
' E FLICK-ROLLED
FOUR TIM ES PAST THE CO
AND FIN ISHED RIGHT UP ' JS - EMPENNAGE !

co

Now
WERE GREATL Y DISGRUNTLED
As SMARTLY HE swrrcHED
ON R/T
AND SHOUTED AT ALBERT MOSTTHREATEN
" JUSTWArr
'TILL I C O P ' OL D o ' T HEE! ..

IN '

THEN TURN IN ' HIS KrrE CHOOFMOST
UP 'ARDS
' E BAILED OUTWrrH
RIPCORD IN 'AND
AND SHAKIN ' 'JS FIST AT OUR ALBERT
HE FLOATED ourrE GENTL Y TO LAND .
BUT ALBERT WHO FLEW MOST INTREPID .
CRIED "MAYDAY!
" AND HEADED FOR BASE
AND CRASHIN ' '1s KrrE ON RUNWAY ,
SAT IN COCKPrr PREPARING HIS CASE .
AT SUBSEQUENT
GENERAL COURT MARTIAL
WHEN ASKED WHAT THE 'ECK ' E 'AD DONE ,
OUR ALBERT REPLIED ourrE
NONCHALANT
' E WERE TRYIN ' OUT MACH RUNS FOR FUN!
BUT JUDGE ' E WEREN'T
STANDIN ' NO NONSENSE
AND GLARIN' YOUNG ALBERT IN FACE
DELIVERED 'JS JUDGEMENT MOST ST ERN LIKE
SAYiNG "CRASH! rr WERE NOWT BUT DISGRACE! "
so ALBERT NOW srrs IN GLASSHOUSE
WHILE PILOTS WHO FLY MORE SEDATE
srr BASKING IN SUN OUTSIDE CREWROOM
AND TALK ABOUT POOR ALBERT ' S FATE .
oooOOOooo
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WHO were

the early members of the Albatross Gliding Club?

Dear Ed,
I would like to find out the names of the ORIGINAL members of the Albatross Gliding Club. I already have some
of the names :
Founder - Harold Kent. Members : Brian Bosanquet , Dick Coates, Noel Barrett , Bob Dobbin , Max Kokegai, Reg and
Ji;ick Mccaffery and Charlie Grose.
Am I right in saying that the club started in 1953?
Jake Jacobs tells me that he worked on a glider with Harold Kent during and after the Xmas leave in 1951.
A 1961 copy of Slipstream shows a photograph of 805 Squadron aircrew dressed up as 'early fliers ' beside a primary
glider . So, when DID gliding start at Albatross? Perhaps some of those 805 pilots could shed some light on t he subject.
If you have any information, please contact the Editor, or phone Ken Bullock on (074) 440962 (Ken wants to present the
early hfstory of the Gliding Club at the 1996 Reunion), or myself on (070) 671762 .
Thank you,
Roger Raddatz

Pilots of 805 Squadron posing in front of a
glider outside ' G' Hangar , RANAS Nowra.
Who are they? What was the date etc?

All the preparations had been
completed to my satisfaction, and
~JJ.-.. F~
the following morning, whilst the
I never thought of myself as a others were still abed, I made
myself an early brew.
pioneer, obviously I am as far as
the Fleet Air Aon is concerned,
As I turned around to look
now for me it is the memories - · through an open scuttle , there, to
and the thi.ng about memories is my horror and utter surprise, was
that you know how the stories the peak of a huge wave , hell bent
·on dumping gallons of water
all end.
As President of the CPO's Mess through the small aperture that the
HMAS
Melbourne
(816 scuttle presented.
on
I burbled out a kind of a
Squadron CAG) , the year that
Galilee won the Melbourne Cup, I warning , George Muller , whose
bunk was located under the scuttle,
had the dubious honour of working
and overseeing the sprucing up of sat up to take a look - but it was too
the Mess in readiness for Admiral 's late! The expression on his face
was one of determined survival as
Inspection (Admiral Peek).

S<!.tmlE
<~ ~ -&>
gl/11

the mountain of water descended
on him and into our beautifully
cleaned Mess. He gave the first
performance I have ever seen of
someone swimming , gurgling and
spluttering whilst still in bed.
A 'bucket brigade ' was soon
organised, as the water was now
feet deep . Bunks had to be
stripped and the sodden carpet
lifted ( have you ever seen what
filth the 'dockyard mateys' lay the
carpet over?), everything was
taken topside and took days to dry
out.
It was most fortunate that the
Admiral 's inspection team were in
a sympathetic frame of mind.
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Dear Ed,
With reference to two items and a photograph in the April issue of the
magazine, I enclose copy of the photo on page 9 [This Sporting Life #1],
The 'Springer' is LtCdr (P) Pat Hanna who was medically unfit to fly d!,Jeto
an aircraft ditching? He got his first PTI training jumping the deck hook!
You'd be able to get some more detailed info from someone who was
present. I was not.
In response to the AJF# Sea Fury WG 630, my log-book shows 28 January
- 5 & 10 February 1953, CO the late LtCdr R.A.Wilde DFC RAN, 850 Squadron;
then 27 & 29 May 1953, CO the late LtCdr G. Spencer-Brown DFC. We then
used squadron side numbers until 01 August 1955, so I could have flown it more
times , and the others too, however, other Sea Fury 'drivers' of that time who are
still around are, Nat Gould, Guy Beange, Col Wheatley , Fred Lane, Ian
MacDonald , Jim O'Farrell , Geoff Gratw ick, Geoff Litchfield , Jack Williams, Don
Davidson , 'Tas' Webster , John Cooke , Les Fairbairn, Noel Knapstein , Bob
Waites , Ron Mciver, Andy Powell , Allan Cordell - plus?
Your request for details on Geoff Litchfield's 'wet-ditchlng drill' in St.
Georges Basin at 1514 on 12 October 1955, could be interesting to read as I
had a seat in the front stalls (see attached photograph - please guard and return
soonest).
I would be interested to know what happened to the last Sea Fury that I
'drove' in 723 Squadron, it was 922 (?) WE 673 , on 24 September 1956.
Yours faithfully ,
Jim Ferguson
(Jack Langford Hanna (Pat) , mentioned in this letter, and in other
correspondence , stayed in his aircraft, after it 'fell' off the front of the Sydney,
until the ship passed over him. Guy Beange , in a recent telephone call,
described Pat's surfacing in the ship 's wake as; 'he came up like a Polaris with
blood streaming from his ears' .
* LtCdr R.F.Wilde DFC RAN, CO of 850 Squadron , died on 17 May 1953.
Whilst leading a flight of Sea Furies from RMF Wagga , just after take-off he
collided with a Tiger Moth and was killed. The pilot of the Tiger Moth survived
the crash.
* On 5 January 1956, Sea Venom WM 551 crashed into a caravan park after
take-off from RNAS Yeovilton , the pilot , LtCdr (P) P.H. Wyatt RAN and his
passenger, AJCmdr G. Spencer-Brown DFC RAN and one civilian were killed.
* And what happened to Sea Fury WE 673? Records show that the aircraft was
sold for scrap on 4 June 1957 by the Department of Supply .
* Geoff Litchfield's story appears below .Ed]

Dear Ed,
I have received the latest edition of Slipstream and noticed your
request in the Contact/Wanted/Found Section. (Wet ditching incident]
The memory is a bit sloppy about this incident , and I can't swear to tell the
truth, the whole truth, so help me! So if you don't like it, I am sure you will find
an appropriate use for the paper . [Ah ! Another recycler!]
I will have to jolt a few of my old mates , for I know there are bigger and better
yarns to be told by them .
Best wishes ,
Geoff Litchfield

I~

WETDITCHINGDRILL

~I

We all remember the important role played in carrier operations by the
plane-guard vessels and helicopters during launch and land-on phases. Their
missions of mercy were a comfort to all seaborne flight crews, though rarely a
conscious consideration, until, due to some mishap, their life-saving expertise
was urgently required .
Experience, no doubt , prompted someone back there to include an
appropriate requirement in QR & Al, for the repetitive exposure of crews to the
procedures necessary for the prompt and efficient recovery of airmen following
a ditching .

Thus, one of the responsibilities of
the Squadron Safety and Survival
Officers, was the six-monthly rostering
of all flight crew for 'wet dinghy and
wet winching drills' . It wasn 't good
enough to just be familiar with the
inflation of dinghies and Mae Wests in
the hangar, or of being winched into a
helicopter from the firm surface of the
airfield .
This far down the track ; it is
difficult to tie this experience to a
precise date , but my old log-book
carries entries which lead me to
believe that it most likely occurred on
26 July 1957. (ANAM records say 12
October 1955 Ed.]
Duly despatched to the shores of
St. George 's Basin , south-east of
Nowra, we squadron aircrew donned
flying suits and Mae West; and having
inflated
our
one- man
dinghies ,
paddled out towards the centre of th is
expanse of water .
A Bristol Sycamore [XD-654] of
723 Squadron, flown by Lt. Jim
Ferguson (who will forget him) , and
crewed by Lt. Ken Sanders as
winchman , was on the spot to pluck us
in turn from our 'rubber-duckies ',
winch us aloft and on board , and then
transport
us to the
shore
requirements satisfactorily completed
for another six months .
Imagine the scene . Mid-winter ,
sitting in a wet dinghy in a wet flying
suit (courtesy of a few mis-strokes with
the paddles), not very comfy at all!
Inwardly pleading to be the next one in
turn so that I could soon dry off and
don some
warm
clothing , my
blasphemies directed at the pilot rose
in intensity as he continued to ignore
me in favour of others .
Left until last, the Sycamore finally
approached my dinghy at an altitude
of some 20 - 30 feet, harness trailing
in the water and the winchman,
leaning out to direct the pilot to my
dinghy . With the harness at the end of
the winch cable just 20 feet away from
me , the 'chopper ' suddenly reared
up .... . !
My initial thought - 'Bastard! He's
going to give me a blast of cold air and
go around again ; just to show me who
the boss is'. Uh-Uh! Sycamore
continues to rear and completes a
near-loop (just 20 - 30 feet above
water level).
As the inevitable occurs and the
Sycamore enters the water, nearupright
with
a
tremendous
CRRRUMMP, I am half-way through
an unplanned dive into the cool waters
to avoid the splintering rotor blade

><
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fragments which were radiating from the wreckage at quite a velocity .
Surfacing rather more rapidly than I would have chosen, under the
circumstances (you can't dive deep wearing an inflated Mae West), with mouth
agape at the sight, there was the 'chopper ', minus rotor blades, mounted by Ken
Sanders, now standing erect on top of the fuselage, immaculate in No.5's .
Though not strapped in, he is, thankfully, uninjured . Inside, behind the bubble
and facing me, some 25 yards away, the bone-domed head and shoulders of Jim
Ferguson, stunned, is slowly sinking.
The Basin was not very deep, but I do not recall whether I swam, walked on
the bottom or walked across the water. The next frantic mom~nts ~re unclear, but
Ken and I must have released Jim just before his head disappeared beneath the
water . Although a bit the worse for wear, I am happy to record that Jim also
suffered only minor injuries.
The next day 's paper carried a story something like -'Rescued Rescues
Rescuer' - well , something like that.
I understand that the cause of the malfunction was something to do with a
'run-amok ' cyciic pitch ...did one of the blades go into full coarse?
Anyhow, whenever asked if I would like to fly 'choppers', my mind goes back
to that moment of uncontrolled 'flight' , and I have this vision of me in the harness
at the end of that winch cable , passing through the rotor blades of a looping
'chopper', and the terminal thrill of being tossed off at an alarming speed - and I
give the appropriate response!
[Further information supplied by Jim Ferguson, indicates that the cyclic
control bolt fell out. Ed]

THE DITCHING OF
WESSEX 829
By Harpoon
The cast of players :
Lt Pat 'Mad-Dog' Bainbridge
Sublt 'Enery' Lawson
Sublt Graeme 'Suzie' Wong
LACM Dave Smith

'OPS NORMAL '
This is the tale of old Eight Twenty Nine
Till 'Mad-Dog' took over she was working just
fine
Now she's returned, and it's suspected U/S
Could it possibly be from water ingress
Will we ever know what mad impulsive whim
Tempted 'Mad-Dog ' to treat his crew to a
swim
Perhaps the water just looked nice and
inviting
Or was it an attempt to make ASW sorties
exciting
No one is sure of the cause of her fate
But the pilots were 'logged' for coming home
late
And the rest of her crew are all out of sorts
The trouble Pat went to they could at least be
good sports
'Dunking Dave' Smith was first from his seat
His twenty foot dive should prove hard to beat
But 'Suzie' the garrulous tried - you can bet
And 'Mad-Dog' and 'Enery' just refused to get
wet

'Litchfield Rescued Us'
Sycamore XD-654 (909) in St. Georges Basin
Photo courtesy Jim Fe rguso n

DID YOU KNOW ?
HMAS Albatross - THE SHIP'S CREST
Until 1952, HMAS Albatross had no motto beneath the crest, although many
attempts had been made at finding one.
On 21 October 1952 , Captain G.H . Beale,
then the Commc1nding Officer of Albatross ,
suggested the words 'Ever Watchful'. The
reason he gave was that the Albatross
(feathered variety) while on the wing was always
watchful.
Commodore Price, then Commodore (Air) ,
agreed, because as he said, "If there is one
thing a modern aviator driving a high powered
job must be, it is watchful , particularly if he is to
ADDL and deck land" .
And that is how the motto became, 'Ever
Watchful'.

The dinghies all worked with a tug of the
string
And the SARBE beeped happily - just doing
its thing
Soon all were rescued and brought home to
the bay
There spending time arguing - how much
each had to pay
So ends the tale of old Eight Twenty Nine
Our best sonar cab - her performance was
fine
Her little black boxes worked as was stated
But the Napier Gazelle - just got constipated
[The ditching of N7-219 occurred on 18 June
1970 following severe engine vibrations and
high GPT . The pilots were picked by a Wasp
helo from HMS Euryalus , the OBS and
Aircrewmen by Wessex N7-220 from
Melbourne . The aircraft was salvaged and
later flew again. Ed]

HMAS ALBATROSS
SENIOR SAILORS ' MESS
ANNUAL REUNION

***

Will be held on
Friday 3 November 1995
For further details contact:
CPO Andy Brown (044) 211870
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Dear Ed,
Very many thanks indeed for the
copy of Slipstream [April '95) and
for getting in touch after what I had
feared was to be a 'short-lived'
friendship.
Just before Christmas I received a
very nice letter and brochures from
Commander Lehan [Museum Director]
which aroused considerable interest
with my family. Unfortunately , the
envelope
and
contents
were
inadvertently
disposed
of
with
wrapping paper etc., and I could not
reply to the Commander because I did
not have his address. This problem,
thank goodness, was resolved when
my daughter's friend visited Australia
recently. Again, many thanks .
I was very flattered to see my letter
reproduced in your Journal and I hope
it created some interest. Should you
have any 'feed-back ' I would be more
than willing to reply to any enquiries.
I was particularly interested in your
history of aircraft carriers and was not
aware that the Albatross was so old.
Had I known I would not have made
such disparaging remarks - some of
my earlier ships did not have all the
modern amenities one expects!
In fact my first ship in 1937, the
Furious, was also devoid of modern
comforts . She was a 'Flat-top ', with no
superstructure and was converted
from a battle cruiser. Being a flat-top
meant she was ideal for deck landing
training and therefore spent a lot of
time at sea, usually off Scotland.
However,
my
other
carrier,
Implacable, was very modern with
front line squadrons, but not really
conducive to my Gunnery world such
as cruisers and battleships.
The most exciting , but demanding
ship, was Vanguard, a 15" Battle Ship
built at the end of WW2 . She did the
Royal Tour of South Africa in 1947 and
was due to visit Australia in 1949 and
again in 1952, but due to the King's
illness and eventual death, cancelled
my hope of visiting your wonderful
country.
The nearest I got was Korea and
Japan, where I spent many happy
evenings in Kure visiting HMAS
[Naval
shore
Commonwealth
establishment
previously
HMS
Commonwealth] after 4 - 5 week
patrols off Korea.
Going through my 'Ditty Box' , I
found the enclosed Crossing the Line
Certificate of Albatross in 1941 which
you might find of some interest. It is
not very elegant, but was printed in

Freetown and did its job. It was my
first crossing so I received the 'full
treatment' - which I have been able to
impose on others on my two later
crossings.
Please convey my kind regards to
Commander Lehan.
My best wishes to you and your
Association.
Sincerely, Reg Sully
[ This next story is taken from the
time Reg served on HMS Albatross,
see last edition page 15]

lNTHE
BEGINNING

In the beginning, God created
heaven and earth.
Immediately, He was hit with an
injunction because there had not be en
an Environmental
Impact Study; H e
was granted a temporary permit for
the heavenly bit, but there was a' ceas e
and desist' for the earthy bit,
And God said: 'Let there be light '.
Politicians argued about this; the
anti-nuclear lobby was very strong,
the Franklin
River couldn't
be
'As you can imagine, in the static
dammed, the coal miners wer e on
situation Albatross found itself, there
strike; where would the light com e
was continuous rotation of air crews,
especially as we were in a rather
from?
unique situation.
And God said it would come from
At one time, two young pilots
a huge ball of fire.
joined us, a Lt Kirk RN and a Lt .
Since there was no fire ban that
Bernard Cheesman RM. Being of the
day, they let God create light, but
'younger'
generation they found
only on the basis that it would have to
routine patrols were not their idea of
go out half the time to conserve
'fighting ' a war, and some of their
energy.
actions were sometimes 'frowned'
God agreed to this and called it
upon by the more senior pilots,
night and day.
especially Cmdr Mansell, who was
The politicians said they weren't
then about 35 years old.
interested
in semantics,
just the
On one occasion Lt Cheesman had
minority
groups.
the Dusk Patrol, taking off as usual
And God said, 'L et the earth bring
about 4:30pm. On reaching the outer
forth green herb and such as ma y
rimits of the mined area he saw a lone
seed'.
cargo ship sinking, the crew having
taken to their two life-boats and two
The Planning and Environment
Carley rafts.
Commissi on agreed as long as only
native seed was used .
It was normally fairly calm around
Freetown , so Lt Cheesman decided
And God wanted fishes in the sea
he could land his Walrus and take the
and fowl in the sky and living
boats and rafts in tow until help
creatures after their kind.
arrived. This he did fairly easily and
Offi cials pointed out that this
eventually a Dutch tug, which was
would require a major study by the
permanently stationed in Freetown,
Fish and Game Commission,
th e
arrived and took the survivors
Department
of Fisheries, the Egg
onboard.
Board and the Meat and Livestock
Lt Cheesman then tried to take off,
Corporation ; and, since few of thes e
but a heavy swell prevented this
people were speaking to each other, it
because his engine was getting
could take some time.
'swamped'.
He therefore had no
And God wanted
the waters
alternative but to taxi home at about 5
under the heaven to be gathered into
-6 knots, eventually reaching the ship
one place.
at 2:30am, much to the cheering of the
And the Drainage Board, the
ships' company who were curious to
Sew erage Commission, the Sanitary
know why he was so late!
Advisory Committee and the Water
I was not privy to his 'i nte-rview'
Conservation
people went off the
with the Captain and Squadron
deep end.
Commander,
but whatever
the
Finally, God .made it clear that he
outcome was it didn't curtail his zest
wanted it done in six days.
for life and flying and he was awarded
the MBE for his actions .
And everyone took 'sickies' from
Mo.nday to Friday; and when God
He left us to return to carriers and
ended his service as a Major, DSO,
said that the seventh day should be a
DSC, MBE, but I did not have the
day of rest - they all turned up
pleasure of serving with him again,
because of the penalty rates.
much to my regret.'
And God said, 'FORGET IT!'
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Dear Ed,
I've enclosed a couple of photo's which I hope you can use sometime
in Slipstream.
One of the photo's was taken onboard HMAS Sydney at Hervey Bay in 1952.
It was the first beer issue and, as you can see, it was keg beer. The price was
threepence a mug (or cup) , but being NSW beer, you were lucky if you got half
beer and half froth. A lot of the ship's light shades were ' borrowed ' for beer
issues, being clear glass , you could see how much beer you were getting . Being
much larger , the price of the beer rose to sixpence.
I took the other photo at my place in Perth sometime in 1974 ( I think ). It
shows a mixture of WA ex-birdies and members of Melbourne when she was in
Fremantle .
If you ever run out of dits , why don't you write about the navigator who guided
a 1953 Hill man car up a telegraph pole stra iner wire one dark night outs ide
Nirimba in 1964 - and not a drop lost ! Whatever did happen to the backseat
driver , Peter Si~cocks? I haven't heard of him since I paid off in 1971 .
Keep up the good work ,
'Snow' Hall
[I don't know what happened to Peter Cushn ie Sincocks , perhaps one of the
readers can help. Maybe he enjoyed the v iew from t he Hillman so much that he
took up astronomy .]

MOUNTIESDON·T
ALWAYSGETTHEIR MAN
On a bitterly cold day, a Royal
Canadian Mounted Police Constable
was flagged down by a stranded motor
l!:yclist who was swaddled in heavy
clothes and visored
helmet as

protection against the weather . The
ensuing conversation was as follows:
Cop: "What's wrong? "
Bikie : "Carburettor's frozen ".
Cop : "Pee on it. It'll thaw ·.
Bikie : "Can't"
Cop :" Okay . Move over , I'll do it".
The constable applied his emergency

Australia Remembe rs
Pilgrimage
Official Tour to
New Guinea
29 June-11 July 1955
Dear Ed,
As a courtesy , and with pride
and pleasure, this is to tell you that
I have been notified
by the
Ministe(s Advisory Committee that
I have been accepted as one of the
quota
of
various
serv ice
representatives chosen to join the
above official tour .
My .serv ice in HMA S Swan
31/03/43 - 09/ 02/45 and HMA S
Platypus 10/02/45 - 16/09/45 in New
Guinea area , qualified me t o apply to
join the tou r.
I understand t hat the names of
appl icants wer e draw n by lottery ,
enabling the Pilgr imag e Committee to
check
qual ifi cati on ,
and
most
importantly , ensure requ ired medical
fitness in order to comp ile th e quota of
representa tives. The result is t hat 120
representatives
w ill be att ending ,
accompan ied by Ceremon ial Tro ops.
The whole group wi ll be affor ded
accommodation in th e cru ise ship
Mikhail Sholokhov , from Sydney it will
proceed via Brisbane , Port Moresby,
Milne Bay, Oro Bay, Buna, Gana and
Sananda , Lae, w ith side vi sits to
Sogeri , Kokoda , Raba ul, W ewak and
Madang
included .
The
majo r
commemorat ion ceremony will be held
at Lae War Cemete ry.
I consider myself ext remely lucky
to have been drawn 'Out of the hat'.
and I appreciate t he honour accorded
me to be one of th e Navy quota - 'T he
few represent ing so ma ny' , and, as
informed in th e notifi cati on lett er,
'Act ing as an ambassado r for
Australia , and in part icular , all t hose
who took part etc '. Therefo re, I will
represent my other service related
associations to wh ich I belong , and
whose members served in t he New
Guinea area .
In honour ,
Daniel M. Bowden MID - Ex-RAN CPO
Tel (Air Gunner ) [FAAA NSW]
technique . It worked instant ly and the
bikie drove off.
A week later , a not e of t hanks
arrived for the constable . It began :
Dear Sir, On behalf of my daughter ,
who was recently stranded ......... .
* With thanks to SAM Foundation News,

Nova Scotia.
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Dear Ed,
I was very interested in the article on the old
Vengeance as she was my first appointment as SE & S,
Hangar Control and Photographic Officer when I picked
up my thin ring.
She was the Training Carrier off Scotland and we had the
old King and Queen aboard for the Fleet Review ; my photo's
also show the present Queen and sister Margaret as
teenagers, and the now Prince Philip as a two-ringer . The
ship also visited Norway with Admiral Cunningham to
receive medals from King Haakon for having evacuated him
during the German invasion .
So old 'Butch' Hanye has now 'cashed-his-chips' . He was
quite a character , always remember him making passes at
my girl friend during the early days at Nowra.
Well , the celebrations of VE Day now finished here in
Portsmouth . Quite a lot went on and we have VJ Day to
come. The Editor of Navy News [RN edition] is putting out a
supplement for August/September, I think he wants a par or
so from me re sinking of Repulse and Prince of Wales, also
evacuation of Singapore etc. [Bill was a pilot. Ed)
Daedalus is closing down next year and they are
undecided whether it should become an Industrial Estate or
a gravel pit. It would be nice if they left it as a South Coast
emergency 'drome .
I see that the Museum goes from strength to strength .
The Hovercraft Museum near the slipway at Lee is now in
being and, I gather , has dozens of all types , large and small,
all with different uses. The inventor, Cockerell, has visited .
Most of the changes around Portsmouth are almost·
completed . Prince Phillip is down this week [Letter dated
18May95) to open the RMHQ on Whale Island, and also
dedicate the new wing of the RM Museum at Eastney as the
Barracks itself is now closed .
I haven't contacted Fred Randall or 'Windy' Geale, give
them my best wishes if you still see them . [Done)
Stan Brown [FAAA of A) and wife Rhona have been in
touch and hope to visit me on their most recent walkabout
they are in Germany at the moment. You will know the~
because they visit Nowra and live at Gorokan , NSW .
The TAG's have a reunion at Lee next week but I don't
know if I shall go. I'm knocking 80 and enjoy my few pints at
lunch time , but not really up to the good old thrashes which
we used to have. The old war injuries play up now and again ,
but otherwise all going well.
All the best to all the old cronies .
Yours Aye,
Bill Crozer
[Sir Christopher Sydney Cockerell , born 1910, is the English
radio-engineer and inventor of the hovercraft. He worked on
Radar in World War 2, and later worked on hydrodynamics .
In 1953 he pioneered the amphibious hovercraft which rides
on a cushion of jet-,generated air . A prototype, SRN1 , made
the Calais / Dover cross ing in 1953 Ed]
[A story that 'Butch ' Hayne recounted to one of his visitors
whilst bed-bound, went as follows :
Wh ilst having an A ir crew Medical , being carried out by
'Mumbles' , he was given a most thorough check of his ears,
eyes, nose etc. Then, after an 'upper torso' check, he was
proclaimed to be 'fit for flying duties' .
"Aren't you going to check my backside , Mumbles? ", asked
Butch.
"Not today, Butch ", responded Mumbles , "It' s too close to
lunch time!" Ed]

'Usually we don't fold 'em till we land!'
Reprinted from Sydney Bulletin

Dear Ed,
I was interested in the photo of the athletes in the
last edition of Slipstream, as I am one of them. I think
it was taken about 1954 on the sports ground outside
the Recruit's Blocks adjacent to the swimming pool.
I can recognise all the faces but can only remember a
few of the names . I would know them as soon as I heard
them .
The LtCdr was, at that time , OIC Recruit School , he
was a pilot whose Sea Fury went off the front end of the
Sydney and the ship passed over him , this resulted in
burst eardrums which caused him to be grounded .
Frank McCaffrey (seated left), at that time, was the
driver of the Mobile Canteen when 'Happy' Hawkins was
the canteen manager .
I have enclosed a few other photo's you may find
useful. I would like them back at a later date. Some of
them are of our squadrons in England 1955-56.
I was a member of 817 Squadron whilst over there,
along with Carl Fellenberg . In a recent edition, 'Windy '
Geale mentioned about us flying over various parts of
England for the Battle of Britain celebrations aboard 817
aircraft when we were not members of that squadron . You
might tell him that we WERE members of the squadron ,
just to put things on record.
Regards , Ray Murrell
Dear Ed,
It's great that the aircrews are writing up their
experiences for Slipstream.
We need to hear their side of things as we did in the
old days when we all worked as a bloody good team .
B. Bender - QLD DIV
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Dear Ed,

I noted with interest the article
entitled
"Musings
from
1851
Squadron" on page 22 of the April
issue
of
"Slipstream" wherein
reference was made to a Mosquito
squadron being embarked in Striker.
In 1944 I was assigned to 618
squadron RAF , to instruct the twelve or
so pilots in deck landing wh ich was
successfully achieved about September
of that year .
The Mosquitos in this squadron were
specially modified to carry and deliver
Barnes Wallis' "bouncing ball" bomb ,
itself specially ·designed for the aircraft
and carried in pairs . On completion of
deck landing and weapon training the
squadron,
including
aircraft
and
bombs , was delivered to Melbourne in
December 1944 with
an objective
(unconfirmed) of dealing a serious blow
to t he Japanese fleet - such as then
remained - at its home base .
The whole exercise was so secret
that the Navy "lost" me and I remained
with the squadron which , so the story
went ,
had become
operationally
redundant as bases within range of
Japan had by then been secured .
Consequently we were shunted off to
Narromine where we drew our pay and
lived it up until April 1945, still encased
in an envelope of secrecy .
Ultimately I was rediscovered by
the Royal Navy and assigned to a
group of ex R.A.A.F. pilots transfered to
form the nucleus of the Australian Fleet
A ir Arm to provide deck landing
instruction .
The objective of that preamble is to
seek information from any member as
to what the Mosquitos were doing in
Striker, if they in fact were the same
Squadron with which I was associated hardly likely to be otherwise - and
whether they ever operated.
·
I lost touch after April 1945 and often
wondered if our efforts had been
wasted .
As comment, I would be surprised if
satisfactory operation from an Escort
Carrier such as Striker could have been
achieved .
I was also interested to see the
photograph of the pranged Swordfish
on Fencer (page 21 ). I was D.L.C.O. in
Fencer from July 1943 to March 1944
and don't recall any Swordfish incidents
of the type shown .
The only serious prang I can recall
was a Wildcat (Martlet) badly bent after
returning from despatching a FockeWulf Condor .
With kind regards, Bill \l\t'ilson

Dear Ed,
I was interested to see in the last issue of Slipstream , a photograph of
a crashed Swordfish of 842 Squadron aboard escort carrier HMS Fencer
during Atlantic convoys.
I was a young LAF(A) on 842 at this time and have similar photographs , I
also remember the Flight Deck Captain .
Recently, through the FAAA, I received a phone call from Fencer 's Deck
Landing Officer (Bats) . He was the only one on board , so was on call twentyfour hours a day.
How many more of Fencer's old crew live in Australia? It would be nice to
hear from them .
Thanks to Slipstream for reuniting us all.
As a member of 805 and 808 Squadrons on board Sydney during the
Korean War, I see many familiar names and faces from time to time .
Would you kindly forward the enclosed letter to Jim Hatch (ex-LAAH of
Fencer) .
Best wishes, Tom Allwood
(Your letter has been forwarded , Tom . Ed.)
Dear Ed,
Just a short note to bring to your attention a cutting from the
Brisbane Courier Mail re- War Certificate, which may be of interest to the
older veterans in our association.
Please note that members must contact THEIR OWN Federal MP to
request an application form .
The cutting reads:
World War Two veterans may be eligible for a Certificate in appreciation of
their wartime efforts . Federal Uberal MHR for Fisher, Mr Peter Slipper, said
people who had served at home could also be eligible for the Certificate . 'The
Certificates will, in a small way, recognise the valiant efforts of thousands of
men and women who risked their lives', he said.
Congratulations on your last edition of Slipstream. How come we don't get
a head shot of you as a header in your editorials?
Regards, Ron Baxter
[I was always taught that the first rule of preservation is to keep a low profile .
If you really want to know what I look like, the following cartoon was done by
Ian Hughes many years ago . That's all you're going to get! Ed)
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Dear Ed,
I wish to notify you that L.J. Ashwell passed away on 6 April. He
always enjoyed your magazine as well as the reunions he came over to
attend.
Thanking you, Bernice Ashwell
[ L.J. Ashwell was a member of the New Zealand FAAA and had many friends over here. Ed]
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Dear Ed,
Dear Ed,
I have sorted out a few of my old photo's which I thought may be of
Re - Welfare Officer's Report
some interest to the readers of Slipstream.
in Slipstream, April, 1995.
I joined the escort carrier HMS Hunter in January 1944, 808 and 807
Squadrons were embarked with twelve L3 Seafire~ each . Later on, the
As usual, a certain degree of
ambiguity
always
exists
when
squadrons amalgamated into one, 807 Squadron, went down to the
statutory bodies try to answer
Mediterranean, and covered the landings at the South of France.
~uestions which affect lay persons
hke ourselves.
Hunter was of 12,000 tons with a speed of 16 knots, the flight deck length
The earlier interpretation by the
was 440 feet. [see photo below]
Welfare Officer seemed straight forward
Seafire flaps then had two positions, full up and full down . To increase the
enough and left no room in my mind to
lift on take-off, small wooden chocks were inserted between the flap and the
doubf the ruling . I empathise with him
when trying to rranslate certain sections
wing. The pilot lowered the flaps after take-off and the chocks fell out.
of the relevant legislation so that we
In 1954, whilst working at SAME [School of Aircraft Maintenance
may all compreliend the message .
Suffering all types of legislation during
Engineering-RANAS Nowra] , Syd Bull and I were sent to RAAF Forest Hills,
30 years in the Australian Customs ,
near Wagga in NSW, to do a Turbo Jet Course. As you can see in the
often left me with some 'hang-over ' type
photograph, I'm the good looking one!
headaches .
To cease my rambling and get to the
Another photo shows a Blackburn Firebrand of 813 Squadron (1948), a
. point, I stress fhat the section referring
strange bird, it was a torpedo bomber fitted with a Centaurus engine . Only one
to the Malaya/Malaysia campaign - 29tfl
squadron was formed and it never saw the sea.
June 1950 to 21st May 1963 is far from
definitive . By this, I mean that it should
My regards to all around Nowra, I hope to get down that way soon .
state that where Naval personnel are
Don Vinson
concerned , such personnel only qualify
for benefits etc , if they have been
attached to a shore estabfishment, be it
Navy,_Army or Airforce in the region in
question.
My tours of duty in South East Asia
were in 1956 and 1957 and , while
qualify ing for just a War Service Home
loan , no further
benefits
were
applicable in my case . As I understand,\
the Malayan Emergency was from 1940
to 1960 .
I first learned of the ruling above In
para 3 on contacting Veterans' Affairs
here in WA and obtained same in
writing for future reference.
Thus, it follows that 'Operational
Area ' in th is context, in the case of a
non-veteran like myself , excludes one
from claiming in relation to the said
. 'Treatment of Cancer and Pulmonary
Tuberculosis '.
Another 'clearcut' instance of having
to read between the lines.
Just have to sailor-on regardless .
Brian (Jo) Jos t
Dear Ed,

I note that Barry Roberts has his
finger on the pulse as regards CIDA
and the "progress"
made by the
relevant body7bodies inquiring into
awards.
The following may be of interest to
him and many others who have served
in South East Asia since World War 2.
It was rumoured, though not in
Slipstream that the Brunei Government
was in the process of striking a medal
as a "thank you" to all men of the three
services who served with honour (?) in
the defence of Malaysia between World
War 2 and the Indonesian conflict.
Having
been attached
to the
Strategic Reserve (HMAS Melbourne) in
1956/57, I was curious as to the bona
tides of such a rumour so I wrote to the
Ministry of Defence in Brunei.
The reply I received in July 1994 was
in the ne_gative, informing me that
" .... the information you received is
incorrect."
So ... no medal !
Brian (Jo) Jost - Ex-Armourer
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Dear Ed,
The photo of the 'Blue Jacket' Band in the last Slipstream,
reminded me of a certain Guard of Honour that I participated in at
Martin Place in Sydney, it was during Coral Sea celebraUons many
years ago.
The guest of honour was Admiral 'Bull' Halsey USN. When he appeared
on the scene, the Officer of the Guard, poor sod, gave the order, 'Present
Arms '. Quite a feat in itself considering that we weren't even at the Slope
Arms!
However, we were very well trained and went through all the motions in
the prescribed manner. This 'whoa to go' in one hit, prompted the 'Bull' to
comment to the Officer of the Guard , 'In all my goddamn years in the Navy,
I've never seen anything like that!'
Mind you, after seeing his Marines saunter along with their arms
dangling, I believed him, he just wouldn't have seen anything like that
before.
Roger R.

Dear Ed,
Whilst my wife and I were cleaning out the
lawn locker, I came across the enclosed old
copies of Slipstream.
In the April 1995 edition, you published a photo
of some of the members of the Albatross Athletic
Club. During the above mentioned clean-up, we
came across the same photograph, with names
attached , in the Athletic Club's Fourth Annual
Report (1954-55), I have enclosed a photocopy of
same.
In the early 1950s , Albatross had a very active
Athletic Club and I remember going to Moore 0 ark
on a Saturday afternoon to compete in events.
I think it was in 1956 that I had a prang at the
toll gates on the Sydney Harbour Bridge with the
entire Navy Inter-Service Athletic Team on board.
In those days I drove a Vanguard Estate car. I
couldn't just run into the back of an ordinary citizen.
oh no, it had to be a Sydney solicitor's car !
I leave in June for a three month trip to UK and
Europe. I took retrenchment from the Australian
Custom Service at Newcastle in November last
year after almost 36 years service. I gravitated from
one uniform service to another, I left the FAA on 13
December 1958 and joined the Customs two days
later. My greatest claim to fame as a Customs
Officer was the seizure of 1.751bs of Opium from
the freighter S/AOE on 29 April, 1963.

Your friend, Kevin Foot
000000000

The photograph on top of page 9 of the April
edition originally carried the following caption:

'A Section of the Club photographed at
RANAS, in October, 1954'
Back Row: R. Hodgson - T. Joyce - B.F. Mills R. Kelly - K. Foot - M. Webster
Front Row: J.F. Mccaffrey - R. Turpin - D. Carr E. Rowe - LtCdr Hanna RAN J.A. Bruce M. Bayed - R. Murrell - H. Foster
(Prominent members missing from group:
L.J. Murray - C.J.Morris - J.J . Mackie)

Dear Ed,
The rain's bucketing down, and
I'm sitting in the shed reading old
copies of Slipstream and other bits
and pieces from my time in the
Navy, and I got to thinking, I'
wonder ....
Who was the sailor who poked a
broom through Harold Kent's glider?
Who was the padre who tripped
over a couple of sailors as he LEFi a
house of ill-fame in Margaret Street,
Brisbane?
Who drank the wine in the
Captain's day cabin one night?
Who were the members of the 'Ye
Olde Birdies' target shooting team on
Vengeance, they were runners up
twice to the Captain and Commander's
team?
Who has the crest which was
unscrewed from the island on the
Vengeance?

Who flew the black lace panties
from the mast of HMS Victory on
Christmas Eve 1955, and how did you
manage it?
Who from Melbourne , in 1956,
made world headlines when they
painted a black
kangaroo on the
side
of
the
Russian
spy
ship anchored
in
Colombo
harbour?
Who
was
the pilot who
flew through the
electricity cable
crossing
the
Sh o a Iha v en .,
and thought he
had got away
with
it
until
someone
pointed out the
cable wrapped

around his aircraft?
Who used to fly back to RANAS
with beach sand in his cowlings?
'Mirriwinni Mafia '

Target shooting HMAS Vengeance
Photo courtesy KR
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Dear Ed,
I think the time is appropriate to send you the attached copies of a
Japanese surrender doc~ment and photographs taken on 6 September,
1945, aboard the light fleet carrier, HMS Glory. At the time I was a
member of the ship's company.
On the previous day, with General Sturdee (Australian) onboard, we
sailed from Jacquinot Bay, New Britain, for Rabaul. HMA Ships Vendetta,
Oubbo, Kiama, Uthgow, Townsville, Reserve Mi's 808 and 811, and the frigate
HMS Hart accompanied us.
The following day Vendetta and Hart proceeded to Kalanga Bay where
Japanese Genera, Imamura (Eighth Area Army Commander), and staff
embarked in Hart and later transferred to Glory for the signing at Rabaul.
At 10:45, Glory's complement was mustered on the flight deck in a hollow
box formation . General Sturdee 's party took up positions behind a small table
in the centre, opposite the bridge and over the lowered crash barrier.
General Imamura and Admiral Kusaka (Senior Naval Officer , Rabaul)
were escorted to the flight deck and marched , in full view of the ship 's
company, to the table , upon which Imamura placed his sword .
When Sturdee read the instrument of surrender and instructed the
Japanese to sign, Imamura protested that he could only sign for the Army,
only Kusaka could surrender the Naval forces. After some discussion
between the Japanese commanders , Kusaka agreed that although the
instrument was made out for the Army forces , he would accept it as including
Naval forces if he was allowed to sign .
Imamura, Kusaka and Sturdee then signed .
The tots of Rum that flowed in the PO's Mess afterwards were about the
best that I had ever tasted .
Every man jack of the ship's company was given a copy of the surrender
document and photographs, which I have proudly preserved to this day.
A brass plaque commemorating the occasion was later inlaid into the
flight deck at the spot where the signing took place. I often wonder where it is
today?
After the signing , Glory proceeded to Sydney where the aircraft squadrons
were disembarked to RAAF Williamtown . Glory 's hangar was then converted
into a huge messdeck, after which she proceeded to Japan from where
several trips to Australia and New Zealand were made, ferrying ex-POW's
back to their homelands .
Yours sincerely ,
Tom Allwood
[Unfortunately , the photocopies were not clear enough for publication,
however, the photograph shown here was supplied by Bernie Allison, who
was an ERA onboard at the time . Ed.]
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Dear Ed,
I noted with much interest Charlie
Grose' photographs on page 9 of your
last issue.
The lower photograph was taken early
August 1951 at the inauguration of the
Albatross Amateur Athletic Club . To mark
the occasion , a relay was organ ised by
Frank McCaffrey , the club secretary , to
be run from NAS Nowra to Randwic k
bearing a message of goodwill from the
Capta in of Albatross to the Mayor of
Randwick . The photograph was taken en
route somewhere near Sublime Point
overlooking the 'Gong '. Age wearies and
names fade but 2nd and third from the left
back row are EM(A) Raoul 'Ned' Kelly,
LAM(O) Johnnie Elliot , myself , and fifth
from the left AM(A) Ernie Rowe . In the
front row, Frank McC is 8th from the left
with AA3 Peter Bunn R.N. next to Frank .
A qu ick st ory t o go with the
photograph . We were to start at 5.30 am
from the main gate . We were all there
w ith the excepti on of Peter Bunn, the MT
duty mechanic for the run . Peter had a
very hard night before and was posted
missing. At six o'clock Frank detailed one
of our more gifted athletes , Ned Kelly, to
start off and we would catch him up on
the road . We duly discovered Peter
asleep under the back seat of the bus and
at six twenty set sail in pursuit of Ned,
who, from the speed he was running ,
thought he was heading for Glenrowan .
We finally caught Ned up on the road
petween Bomaderry and Berry some ten
miles down track .
I may add , that the breakfast of hard
boiled eggs and cold milk we consumed
before leaving the air station was not the
best way to start a run. As each runner
finished their individual legs, breakfasts
were deposited by the roadside to mark
the end of the leg, and also the resting
places of the innumerable 'roos that
dotted the road side. On arrival in Sydney
I collapsed and slept the week end away ,
wak ing only in t ime to catch the dreaded
8 pm train to Bomaderry on Sunday night.
I enjoyed your issue and look forward
to perhaps being reminded of the names
of those runners who are in the
photograph ,
but whose names my
memory fa ils to compute . Others will
remember!
'Prof Edwards should, he
was one of the mainstays of the Albatross
AAC and a very good middle distance
runner . Incidentally · your front illustration
is of Melbourne in Hervey Bay 1959 ,
ready for Admirals Inspection , Admiral
Harrington presiding , Captain (Black
Jack) Mesley and Commander A.A. Willis
backing , Guy Beange was 805 Squadron
boss whilst Digby Johns ran 817.
-Yours aye, Charlie Morris
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Dear Ed,
Looking at some of the old
group photographs certainly
bring back happy memories,
one of the fine features of the
magazine.
The enclosed photo shows
the Naval Airman Recruit Class
No.6 (recruited first week of May
1948), it was taken prior to our
departure from Flinders Naval
Depot.
We left on 6 September
1948, stayed overnight at HMAS
Penguin and arrived at RANAS
Nowra on the 8th.
It is interesting to note that a
lot of the intake, after completing
their twelve years , left the Navy
with no intentions of signing on .
Frank Donnelly
[Frank hopes to visit Nowra 'after
the winter ', and catch up with
some of his old shipmates . Ed]

Back Row L-R: B.Graham - K.Hartman - J. Mason - F. Donnelly - B.Craig
Centre Row: G. Muller - F. Lane - K. Hegarty - C. Davi s - G. Self - J. K.relle - R. Rowe
Front Row: G. Nibbs - 8. Worthington - H. Jackson - T. Lew - W . Mackie - V. Baugh- S. Hill
Missing: C. Smithers - 8. Loiterton - C. Buccholz - N. Clarke - 8. Corigliano

D~r~.
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I've enclosed a photograph taken by Ken Spragg on Anzac Day '95 [Sydney]. 'Righteous' Roy Torrens made the
trip down from Kirra in Queensland, he does this each year . 'Digger' Schmidt came up from Nowra, I think he likes
the train trip. He lost his wallet at the League's Club after the parade, it eventually turned up in a Bondi Beach
school playground. The headmaster forwarded it on to 'Digger', of course the 'dough' was missing, but the papers
were intact.
Roy and I visited Garden Island Naval Chapel the next day, then walked completely around the Island, naturally , after
all this walking we had to have some light? refreshment. We adjourned to the Combined Services Club in Barrack Street , a
good place to rest, especially with 'middies' at a dollar a 'pop'!
Visited Ted Claydon (another old 'dustman ' then FAA) at Lady Davidson's Hospital a couple of weeks ago [letter dated
02 July 95]. Ted had a stroke, but is responding to treatment and has a battery driven wheel chair so he can tour the area.
Ted will be best remembered for his
gardens around the dining room area
[Albatross] , he certainly had green fingers!
I often see 'Scrubby' Bush (ex- CPO
AH) . Last month, together with our wives ,
we attended the Corvette Association
barbecue at HMAS Watson.
Alan Zammit has had a bad report
regarding his health, but is still battling on
with his stories and photographs . Alan and
I attended the Centaur Memorial Service at
the Concord Repatriation General Hospital
last month . I helped him with his camera
gear, it weighs a TON!
'Hope we are able to visit Nowra for the
next reunion, the ranks are starting to thin
out, but it is nice to see how things are
going down there .
Incidentally, Max Gant couldn't make it
to the march this year as he's moving
house, with luck should meet up with him
in Grafton mid-September.
Best wishes to the 'Old Gang '.
Kind regards,
Leo 'Taff Evans
[Are you sure Max is moving house? He's
got a reputation for missing the bus! Ed]

HMAS SYDNEY ASSOCIATION - ANZAC DAY MARCH - SYDNEY 1995
Leo 'Taff' Evans, 'Righteous ' Roy Torrens and ' Digger ' Schmidt
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Dear Ed,
I was browsing through som e old photo 's and I came across the
ones enclosed. They may have som e interesting memories for
someone.
As far as I can recall, the crash occ urred somet ime around 1950 on the
flight deck of the 'steak and kidney'.
My Action Station was G.10 Bofor , opposite t he island. When they piped
'Crash on deck' , I looked over the flight deck and sa id to my mate , 'We 're
lucky it turned right, otherwise we'd be weari ng it!'
Yours faithfu lly,
Jeff Craske
[ 816 Squadr on aircr aft num ber VX 378 (2 18) HMAS Sydney. Check your log
books please and help compl ete t he story to go wit h the photographs. Ed]

Dear Ed,
I have just rx the latest Slipstream
and it had, as usual, a wealth of
nostalgia and interest.
I'm forwarding a few consequential
comments and you are welcome to use
any of them as you wish if you need
some copy for the next or a future
edition . Some of it will be familiar to you
personally , while I'm sure that others will
respond in similar (and probably more
accurate) vein to parts of your current
production , so use as much or as little or
whatever of my nostalgic ramblings as
you want.

Pilotless Target Aircraft
(PTA) FLIGHT
On p.7 of the Journal you asked for
info to be passed to Bob Geale re the
PTA Fl ight. I am able to tell you that I
was the first A/E and was one of the
three fellows who brought the beast into
service during 1963 . I've sent details to
Bob
separately ,
including
some
documentary
data
(including
the
appropriate entries from my old SC's). I
reprint some of those details below for
your info/use or as you wish :
The OIC was the well known Ted
Wilkinson (full name Edward Flowers
Wilkinson). Ted had been a Stoker at the
end of the war and later as a PO was in
charge of a Navy refuelling base in
_Western Australia at, I think, somewhere
around Exmouth or Carnarvon . He
changed over to the FAA as a POAF ('A'
I think) when we formed up. He
commissioned early and being only
single trade
became
an SD(AV)
specialist. At the time of us forming-up
the PTA flight he was a LCDR. Although
an SD(AV) Ted was often mistaken for
the very essence of upper class GL - he
was impeccable in dress , spoke like an
RN member of the Royal Family, was tall
and erect and had a slightly aloof - even
supercilious - air . Not only that, but he
was highly professional and suffered
fools not at all gladly . However, his
demeanour belied his true character for
in truth he was warm and courteous
behind the initial impression.
I was a CPO (Mech .1) at the time,
making my run for commission and Ted
was very much my 'father', grooming me
for the various boards and so on . He
gave me invaluable help in preparing for
the eventual journey to Greenwich and
subsequent service with the RN, as well
as a valuable protocol brief . Much of my
easing into commissioned life I initially
owed to Ted.
Ted was eventually promoted to
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'sergeant' - quite a feat for an SD in
a short flight to HK, the whole lot of us
those days (in fact, if I'm not mistaken,
- from Officers to Junior Sailors - and
he was the first FM SD CMDR). He
being paid for by the RN, flew
actually became a Director (of
economy class but it was as well
recruiting, I think) in Navy Office
appointed and had a better menu at
during the late '60s and was one of the
that time than had the QANTAS first
first (if not the first) SDs in the RAN to
class!
achieve such a position . I've lost track
At Singapore we were of course
and
attached to HMS TERROR
of-Ted over the last several years and
have no ides of his whereabouts now.
settled down to the real training
[Vincentia NSW .Ed]
program for the remainder of our
The Unit 'Greenie' was Eric Leck,
attachment -some six weeks . It was a
whom you will know as well as I do. . pleasant stint as most operational
Eric was a great old friend and always
deployments lasted only a day or so at
very helpful to me with technical
a time and all weekends were free .
problems where they interfa ced with
TERROR itself was well appointed but
his bailiwick. I ean say with no fear of
the RN families took us under their
any challenge that you would not find
wings and we got lots of 'shore' time in
a living soul who will give you a bad
at all the beaut places around the city
word about E. Leck. Ted W . was the
and outlying villages (of which there
unit OIC and pilot but all three of us
were still plenty in those days - it's all
were qualified controller/pilots and
metropolis now!) , weekend runs up
kept our hand in from time to time .
into Malaya etc.
I was selected by the CMDR 'E' of
We usually operated off one of the
the day, Frank McMillan, as the A/E . ·RN Dockyard ocean going tugs that
At the time I was Snr MU CPO on 724
had been assigned to PTA duties when
Venoms, with collateral responsibility
a shoot was required by the Fleet or
for 'away' Vampire flights (primarily to
visiti_ng ships from other Navies . They
Laverton for FRU).
We flew by
were civilian manned and I remember
QANTAS 707 to Hong Kong in early
that we basically did our own cooking
'63 . It was my first flight by civilian
if we wanted to eat. However , on one
intercontinental airliner ; in those days
occasion we were embarked in
HMNZS TARANAKI and I remember it
the 707 was still quite new and
certainly by far and away the
well - ,it was my first experience in a
international airliner.
'Type 12' and at one stage I was so
We were not scheduled to do much
seasick that my only interest was in
training in HK and the stay there was
hoping that death would come soon . In
only a week. We went there first-up
fairness , the weather was so rough
because the RN flight to which we
that flying was cancelled and just
were being attached was actually
keeping the ship into wind was a job in
operating out of there at that time and
itself.
the idea was that we would join for
On return to ALBATROSS , we
observations and operational preset-up in what was then the old 'C'
briefing before going to the main PTA
hangar, sharing the top (Eastern) half
base at Singapore. We operated on a
with SAM(E) [School of Aircraft
Maintenance Engineering], or maybe
daily basis out of HMS TAMAR in an
old, but solid and spacious, ex WW2
it was still TIS [Technical Training
RN Destroyer HMS r:-:===---'--------------------------------~
CENTURION
.
Then, by now part
of the RN PTA Unit,
we flew by Cathay
Pacific
'Convair
880' to Singapore .
The 880 was a real
nice jetliner - neat
looking, intended as
a competitor for the
707; but the Boeing
120 · sounded rts
death knell, it lost
the battle and faded
away.
In those days
Cathay Pacific was
a luxurious airline
and, as it was only

School) at that stage , ' having the
lower half . Notwithstanding
the
physical distance apart we were
administered by 724 Sqdn , but in
practice were a self contained and
self-governing outfit. For the first few
months we were bored stiff as we had
only the first couple of birds delivered
and the Fleet was not quite ready to
go to sea with us at that time. Ted
spent the time writing the unit orders ,
SOPs and so on. Eric and I got our
manuals, spares and benches set up
and would give the birds a run
occasionally . Ted W . and I had just
bought new c;:us and if the weather
was inclement we'd bring them in out
of the rain and spend endless hours
comparing notes . Meanwhile, I kept
the commissioning studies tickingover . Not many people may recall
that this was about the time the first
FM demise decision had been taken
and some FM Technical people had
already begun to change over to
General Service . Particularly , AEO
promotions from the ranks had
stopped . However I had a gut feeling
that it wouldn't happen and that when
the decision was reversed there would
be a shortage of qualified technica l
people at the middle level -so I kept
my insurance
paid up. As it
transpired, my gamble was right and
the Wessex decision saved our bacon
- and dramatically reopened the door
for promotions.
Thus , about the time we were
beginning to look forward to some
action in the PTA Unit I suddenly got
called up for my selection board (Ron
Hay and I went up together) . As I
mentioned earlier, Ted Wilkinson had
been 'grooming' me for the big event
so I breezed through that gruelling
process and in August of '63 I bid
farewell to the PTA Unit and set sail
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(with Ron Hay, I'm pleased to say) for
UK in P & O's CHUSAN . I can't recall
who relieved me because my
departure was notified and effected
literally within days, but I think it was
Don James and you can pick up the
story from there. (Or was it Don
Roberts? Ed] As far as I know, I'm
the only PTA team member who has
not got a prop with a clock in it over
my mantle piece . The reason was
simple - I never took them to sea with
the RAN, ergo, never got to salvage
one of the inevitably damaged props.
Hence, my recollections following
reflect RN practice and one of my
successors can give you more precise
info re-RAN ops.
The little PTA was a lot of fun. It
was just an expensive radio controlled
toy in reality, the same size, flat four ,
air cooled (85 h.p. if I remember
rightly) . However , it was a two-stroke
and ran at set revs but 'overtuned'
after start-up so that the mixture was
correct for peak performance at
altitude .
Starting was by a trolley mounted,
small , lawn mower-type engine with a
slip clutch directly coupled to the front
of the PTA prop which had a dog to
receive the starter coupling . The
starter engine and clutch were in fact
a modified 'McCulloch' chain saw unit.
After starting , the tuning setup was
carried out by myself, back to the
fuselage , right hand stretched out
forward along the top of the engine
cowling to manipulate the mi>'ture
knob. When the setup was complete,
with the engine roaring like a
demented 'Firefly', the bird would be
raised hydraulically to launch angle
(about 45') and the controller then
took-over . His trick was to make that
fine judgement as to when the ship's
attitude was just about coming to the
right spot , hit the RATOG and off it
would go - hopefully . If he misjudged
it, or the RATOG failed , the bird would
invariably shoot straight into the ocean
alongside! Generally, however, things
worked fairly well as advertised .
Once airborne the bird was got
quickly to height and then the 'Seacat'
shoot would begin, I never got to talk
to any of the ships missile crews but
my understanding was that the PTA
was a quite useful training aid. When
hit, the idea was that the fuselage
transmitted the shock to an earthing
switch which shorted out low tension
circuit
in
the
ignition
and
simultaneously popped a solenoid to
release the midships hinged fuselage
cover over the parachute stowage . The
bird would then descend and the

organisation.
I had the task of
recovery vessel (usually, but not
introducing 'flexible servicing' and Tool
necessarily the launching ship) would
draw up alongside and we'd haul the
Control to start with . George Meacham
and 'Pinky' Green were my CPOs (in
bedraggled 'Shellduck' inboard, with
the parachute full of water, of course.
fact, my total technical staff to start
Incidentally, 'Shellduck' was the semiwith) and they were a great support. I
had a WRAN Writer secretary whose
official nickname for the bird and, as I
name I can't recall but I remember she
recall, the logo included a cheeky
was a true professional and was a top
looking duck.
asset I must have been the only SBLT
Immediately it was on' deck, the
in the RAN with a personal private
entire airframe and engine would
secretary!
Hu Molyneux took over from
literally be stripped to their component
parts and swamped with WD-40, CRC · me.
or whatever. The rudimentary (in those
days) 'black boxes' were waterproof. If
PHOTO NAMES
we did not have time to reassemble
them we'd bring the bits home , but
Keep those old photos going!
when possible the whole thing would
There's no doubt a pie is worth a
be dried off, reassembled and the
thousand words . Many of th'e photos
engine given a good run, all controls
you reproduce
bring floods of
reset and so on. Then - · it would be
memories back to me and I'm
ready to go off again. Incidentally, the
constantly reminded of what a unique
parachute packing was done by the AE
outfit we were . These days I tend not
(me) who must have been among the
to tell many sea stories to my civilian
first non-SE qualified people around
friends because the milieu in which we
who could legally play around with
worked
and
played
is
parachutes . Occasionally, a dummy
incomprehensible
to anyone who
'Seacat' was so effective that it really
wasn't part of it and it's a waste of time
did shoot the bird down, or sometimes
trying to describe it in most cases. I
the thing would be lost in heavy seas.
guess only we ourselves will really
But usually , we'd ·get them back and
understand
our
contribution
to
they'd have quite a few hits before they
Australia's coming-of-age, our part in
finally got too battered and knocked
several conflicts/confrontations
and
about to keep airworthy .
our diplomatic importance to the
By the way - Ross Gillet's Kings
nation. We can all be genuinely proud
Across the Sea on p.161 shows the
of that period and your photos remind
PTA as being in service from 1964 .
us in many ways of how all worthwhile
Practically, that was true since as I
the sweat, blood, and laughter was .
mentioned above, I left in late '63 and
The photo of the senior sailors on
the unit had still not gone operational.
top of p.8, reminded me of some of
However ,
technically,
we
had
the fellows who had been my NCOs
commissioned mid-'63 and certainly I
during my junior days and the
had several birds on my slop chit by
contribution many of them made in
mid 1963.
turning me from a boy into a man . Nat
There is a small epilogue to the
Hallis was beaut fellow - slow
story : after my Greenwich staff course
speaking ,
unruffled ,
almost
a
and 'Manadon' engineering training, I
'hayseed', but a most gracious and
was posted to Lee-on-Solent in what
pleasant personality . A top tradesman
was then known as HMS AERIAL, but
too. Ken Roberts was one of those
sometimes known as DAEDALUS (the
chaps who called a spade a spade and
story was that the name depended on
if you had some fool idea that oughtn't
whether the senior Tech-0 was
to see the light of day he'd brief us
'purple' or 'green', he was 'green' in
youngsters accordingly . Gordon Foale
my time, hence the comms-type
left the Navy as a Snr Commissioned
name). Blow me down if one of the RN
W/0 (SBL T) and has the distinction of
PTA Units was there, and who should
being probably the only person in
be the OIC but the Lt who had trained
Australia to badly bend a priceless 'SS
us at Singapore,
Jaguar 100' (it wasn't his either!},
Incidentally, my purpose in being
which ultimately was restored and
at AERIAL/DAEDALUS was to learn
owned by a LCDR ( ex-WW2 RAAF)
all about running what was then known
pilot named Bill Herbert (who still lives
as
a
NAMDU
(Naval
Aircraft
in Canberra) . I don't know who's got
Maintenance Development Unit) and I
the car now but it would be
eventually returned to Nowra to set-up
uninsurable I should think - there were
what was the RANAMDU and which
only about 10 of them in Australia
ultimately became AMAFTU, so I was
then.
the founding OIC of that worthy
continued over.....
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Jim Lamb will be remembered by
many - sadly departed now. Much of
the A4's success in settling into RAN
service is because of Jim . All the
others I knew; Stan Paul and I helped
to section the Rolls-Royce 'Griffon'
display model which , I understand, is
in the ANAM these days . We did that
job at NIRIMBA (Schofields RANAS ) .
Arthur Sara will be remembered by
many for his raconteur skills and there
are still a few around the Royal Navy
Retired List who recall a famous 'Dit
shoot -out' that lasted all night at
Culdrose on a famous occasion when
Arthur was visiting as the RAN Staff
AEO in UK. His opponent was the
RN's champion yarn-spinner,
one
Captain 'Tommy Denholm , an exSouth African and an AE/P. A few
years later when I myself was the staff
AEO in London I had the pleasure of
meeting up with 'Tommy' (he retired to
Cornwall while I was there) and some
of the things he told me about Arthur
we cannot print in 'Slipstream'! I was
told by a couple of old RN hands that
the mess finally called a draw to the
shoot-out because dawn was breaking
and everybody was in agony from
several hours of non-stop bellywrenching laughter .
Stan Cox was one of my early
bosses in the old ERS (where the
ANAM now stands) - a jovially chubby
fellow and never disheartened .
The athletics group on top of page
9 is not so familiar but I can help with
a couple of names as requested. In
the back rows second from right, the
short chap with the pronounced
forelock , is Kevin Foot, one of my
mates in those days. Kevin and I lost
touch for over 30 years and
reconnected when I was writing the
NIRIMBA history . He's a senior
Customs officer these days based in
Newcastle . Kevin had what was an ·
early forerunner to the modern 'station
wagon' - a Standard Vanguard 'estate
car ', which made him a bit of a
plutocrat in those days. It would be a
collector 's item now. The chap in the
front row, second from right and next
to the fellow in the track suit is Ray
Murrell. Ray was an ex-Brit, but took
to Australia well and was a popular
messmate . Both he and Kevin were
Airframe fitters (pre-dual trade days) .
The LCDR with folded arms sitting
middle front row of the athletics team
was Pat Hannah - one of the few men
to have had an aircraft carrier steam
over the top of him and survive . He
was a Firefly' pilot (note the wings on
the left sleeve in those days} and went
off the end of SYDNEYwithout power .

The monster cut his aircraft to pieces
and slid over the top of him . Somehow
he survived and lived to fly again .
However, the event damaged his
hearing and thereafter he had to cock
his head to one side if you spoke to
him. The photo tends to make his
stature look larger than it was for he
was actually a short fellow and most
people were taller than he. A real
gentleman,
quiet,
never ruffled ,
always wearing a faintly amused
smile, very popular. Some of the old
retired pilots can tell you a lot more
about him .
The bottom photo on p-9 in front of
the bus shows only a few faces
familiar to me; however, one of them
is very famous : the big fellow in the
back row, 5th from left (at the extreme
right hand side of the driver's
windscreen if you were sitting in the
driver's seat) with the fellow in white ,
arms folded, standing just in front of
him, is the legendary ex-RN Charlie
Morris . I suspect that Charlie was still
a CPO or maybe even PO in that pie.
I first saw him at Schofields RANAS in
1952 as an Instructor PO Air
Electrician. Charlie was the terror of
all recalcitrate young sailors and
many of us learned how to double at
Charlie's barked command. His great
fame was as a discus thrower (or was
it hammer?) and he represented not
only the RAN but Australia in that
field.
Whenever
there
were
Commonwealth Games or similar ,
Charlie somehow seemed to be
posted for 'temporary duties' at
wherever the games were. He
eventually ended up as a Commander
and I'm sure he'll be an Association
member so will probably contact you.
There is another fellow in white
standing 2nd from left in that pie, the
one with the thicker head of hair, arms
folded , mouth open, smiling. I'm quite
sure that that was NAM 'A' David
O'Brien , better
known on the
messdeck as 'Daisy' (which didn't
have the connotation you may at first
assume
'Daisy'
was
very
heterosexual) . David and I were close
friends with very similar interests, we
were a hit bookish , liked classical
music, were keen on getting more
education etc ; in fact, Daisy spoke
with a quite refined voice. In civvy life
he had been an assistant projectionist
in a big Melbourne Cinema .
David did a most unusual thing for
junior sailors in those days - he
became 'spliced' {we actually had to
get Captain's permission then). Thus,
I would sometimes go into Nowra to
the
O'Briens'
flat
for
dinner .

Regrettably, David didn't take too well
to Navy life and decided to 'run'. That
was a criminal offence and if you were
posted as a deserter your name,
picture etc were circulated to all
Australian
Police and you were
literally a hunted man. I know that
David and his new wife slipped off to
Melbourne after having taken me into
their confidence that they were going
to do so. I remember being in a blue
funk as to what I should do, but
mercifully I didn't really know where
they'd gone so was able to truthfully
say so when 'interviewed' by the
Crushers , I ~uppose that the poor
O'Briens lived as fugitives for some
years and I wonder if David is still
awaiting .the midnight call! On the
occasions I've been in Melbourne, I've
sometimes toyed with the idea of
calling-up the few D. O'Briens in the
directory, but have never gotten
around to doing so. Anyway , see what
other inputs you get, but I'm prepared
to put the name 'NAM 'A' David
O'Brien ' to the face .
The shot of the bus in that pie
recalls another incident for me in
which I was terrifyingly involved. The
standard Navy mass road transport in
those days was the old 'Bedford' 40
seater - which the one in that shot is.
They were a reasonably reliable if
somewhat plodding form of transport
but hardly the last word in comfort .
For
the
1964
Royal
Tour ,
ALBATROSS supplied the Navy (and
premier) Royal Guard (of which I was
a member - I still have the spitpolished boots!) and after a gruelling
couple of months training at the NAS
under the bordering-on-cruel but very
effective training of the legendary
Chief GI Alan A'Church, we embarked
in a fleet of 'Bedfords' for final
polishing in PENGUIN just before the
arrival of HM the Queen .
The bus I was in breasted the top
of 'Foxground' just out of Berry, and
we suddenly became aware that we
seemed to be going a bit faster than
was comfortable down the other side
through all those curves. Sure
enough , the driver (a NA AH) shouted
that the brakes had quit and to hang
on . Suddenly - our lives flashed
before our eyes! As you know, the
drop over the edge there is fairly
steep. Well, we screamed into that
last hard left curve and horror of
horrors, a huge , heavily laden semi
was labouring up the hill and smack
in the middle of the curve . Our driver
stuck with it and pulled off a miracle he aimed the bus straight at the side
of the truck then at the last instant
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heaved the wheel hard-a-port . The
result was that although we rolled to
the right the truck stopped us from
going over and the tearing metal as
we crushed along the side of the truck
(also
tearing
out
the
trucks
undercarriage!)
gave our driver
enough speed reduction to get the bus
to the soft verge on the left and we
stopped , teetering to the left near the
drop, but still upright.
There was that inevitable moment
of stunned silence then we let out a
cheer for our driver. The guys on the
right hand side of the bus had been
showered with glass and ripped
pieces of metal , as well as needing a
change of underwear , but were
reasonably unscathed The driver
suffered a broken knee but he
undoubtedly averted a major tragedy
and was later commended, I never
knew him but he has always had my
thanks - and that of many others, I'm
sure. Eventually a luxury coach was
rustled-up from Kiama and at least
one bus load of our convoy continued
the journey in relative comfort .
An amusing outcome was that,
because I've always been a bit of a
'shutterbug ', I had my camera with me
and it seems that I was about the only
one in that vast throng who did . I
snapped a swag of pies and later was
called by one of the officers to
produce them. I trembled in my
youthful innocence , thinking that I'd
breached some security matter or had
taken photo's of Naval property
without permission, so assumed that I
was about to be clapped in irons . In
fact, I was commended and asked to
loan the negs for copies as they were
the only shots available !
Re the pie of the ¥98m on p.21
during the MELBOURNE 'S '62 cruise :
I want to tell you that some of those
Yen fi nished up in my pocket! Those
were th e good old days when we got
¥400 for our Pound and a run ashore
in Japan didn't require a major bank
loan. I remember the then SBL T
Burrows well and also Claude
Matthews ' face, but the other Writer
does not come to my minds eye. It
was my first run to Japan .
The photo of Iroquois 894 at the
Heathcote Inn {p.33) sent me looking
for my personal 'line book' to find
some shots showing me as 723 Sqdn
AEO and also as part of the salvage
team pulling it out of Jervis Bay after
ditching in November 1970. The pilot
was a pleasant, but serious and quiet
young fellow in training for Vietnam
(name withheld!), but he was at
maximum load hovering backwards

downwind in varying breezes during
wet ditching drills ; a trap for young
players ! He momentarily went just
outside the envelope for lift and 894
gently settled into the briny with nary
so much as a dented panel, the crew
simply swimming off as the water
level came over the door sill. I was
very proud of that salvage - we
completely saved it and it flew again;
mind you, I suspect that we used the
entire stocks of WD-40 (I think it may
have been OM-13 in fact) in Australia
to arrest the corrosion, an activity
frantically carried out on the lighter as
we came back to the RANC wharf.
Although it was in November , I
remember the day being wet and cold
and the misery was only barely offset
by the thought of having executed a
successful
salvage . But it was
rewarding to get the bird back again
later from Hawker deHavilland at
Bankstown having been fully restored .

'NOBBY' CLARKE
Now I'd like to return to p.12 of the
current edition and support Geoff
Vickridge's
story about Leading
Airman Stewy's escalating award of
punishment at the hands of Demara
Heap Clarke . Modern Divisional
officers probably regard this story as
apocryphal since such rough justice
would be illegal these days . However,
many of us old DO's will confirm that
in those days, Navy Commanding
Officers had enormous power coupled
with wide discretion (much more so
than Army and Air Force ; when I
Joined, 'No .1' punishment was still on
the books and if anybody wonders
what it was , suffice to say that it was
terribly final!) . I can support Geoff 's
story with a similar one and you may
be assured that it's entirely true - I was
there.
Those were the days before we got
snared in efficiency and productivity
drives, and Captain's Requestmen
and Defaulters required all DO's to
attend the full session. If you had
really urgent business and had
cleared it with the CO's Sec
beforehand , you might, in exceptional
circumstances , be suffered
the
temerity
of
seeking
Captain's
permission to carry on after your case.
Well , during Nobby's time as CO at
the NAS we duly fronted up one day
for a Defaulters session . One of the
routine cases involved a sailor who
had slept-in and was adrift . Very
routine stuff . The DO was a young -,

newly promoted LEUT Pilot , but I can't
remember who it was . The pair of
them took up station fac ing Nobby,
'caps off !' and all that. It was
apparently the DO's first big case and
he set out to make his mark as one
who would put Perry Mason in the
shade . We were all around the corner
along the passageway in the old
Admin Block , our boredom being
broken only by the earnestness of the
DO's presentation, whom we could
hear but not see.
Demara then turned to the sailor
and asked him what he had to say ,
and the lad likewise pulled out all
stops . We were all most impressed by
both their efforts and so (we at first
thought) Demara . He leaned. over the
lectern and almost confidentially, in a
fatherly sort of way , looked at the lad
and delivered his verdict. I can't
remember precisely what Damara's
words were , but the monologue went
something
like : 'Well,
this
is
undoubtedly an unusual case and it's
reached down inside me with a rare
pathos . I've been most touched by the
case presented on your behalf by your
Divisional Officer and your own
defence has also been very capable.
Nevertheless , so far as I'm concerned
it's all a load of bloody bullshit and
you're 'avin' nine days . Next Case!'
Notwithstanding
such
rough
justice , we all would have followed
Demara into Hell if he'd ordered us to
do so. He was one of the last of the old
wartime call-a-spade-a-spade officers
and had a rare touch with everybody .
He knew what was going on and would
often 'materialise' out of thin air in the
workshops or flight line at any time of
day or night. I recall on one occasion
a sailor was tackling a particularly
difficult job on the insides of some
aircraft and he, with his head buried in
its innards, let fly with a string of
expletives that called into question the
parentage of the designer . He then
crawled out backwards uttering oaths
most foul - and promptly bumped into
Nobby's
ample
bulk , he was
immediately
overcome
with
embarrassment
and
confusion .
Damara's soothing response was
simply something like : 'Are you 'avin'
a bad day son? Never mind , keep at it
'cause we're goin ' to win the war' , and
he sauntered off .
Many of us never knew how Nobby
ever lasted as a GL officer , let alone
become a Commodore , because he
was as rough as a stoker coming off
watch
in manner , speech and
appearance . He was one of those
fellows who could have his Steward
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lay out his gear for Diwies or suchlike
- fresh from the cleaners, starched,
pressed and immaculate . He'd be
shaved and fresh . However , by the
time he got to the door he'd look like
he'd just been fished out of a scranbag
after a night on the tiles . I daresay his
career prospered because he got
results and the troops respected him
for what he was - a born leader.
OTHER DITS
daresay that there isn't enough
paper in the world to contain all the
dits, such as above, that dozens of us
could recount. · However, one you
ought to get down is one that I've used
on a few occasions for dinners at
which I've been asked to speak . I can
vouch for its veracity and could put it
down here, because I know the star
player personally and also know the
names of other major protagonists.
However, the 'star' is still very much
with us and a member of our
Association so I should let him have
the running . If you print this he'll
hopefully respond but otherwise just
write and ask him . It's a story that's
much the better for his accompanying
gesticulations and the embellishments
of which only he is capable, but it
transposes well onto paper and should
be formally recorded .
The 'star' is Commodore Seamus
O'Farrell and the story is to do with
how he nearly abruptly ended the
current Royal Lineage; it's associated
with the 1964 Royal visit that I
mentioned earlier. The story is well
known to old 723 'Sycamore' hands
and I'm sure Seamus will be happy to
tell you about it.
RANAS SCHOFIELD
HMAS NIRIMBA
Could you put an 'ad' in
'Slipstream' for me (us) please? It will
surely be of some help in research for
the upcoming FAA History you have
flagged in the current issue. I'm
currently finishing-off collating all the
material (it still trickles in) we gathered
together to produce The Flight Of The
Pelican; we used only some of the
mountain of stuff that so many sent in,
and there's a lot we didn't use because
of space. As you know, the rights to
the book are now owned by the ANAM
and I'm
binding all the letters,
newspaper clips , photos, memos ,
National Archive and Navy Office
records etc into a series binders for the
curator, 'Windy ' Geale . If any old
hands have more photos, newsclips ,

or any documents at all, it would be
good to include it in the ANAM
archives. Verbal history is most
welcome - we have a valuable (and
amusing) audio tape in the collection
that was put together by ex-CAA
George
Beasley, who was at
Schofields in that little-recorded period
during the RANAS/RANATE change
over. If anybody would like to sit down
in front of their recorder and burble
into it we'd be glad to get the tape, if
people want any records back I'll be
quite happy to accept them on loan,
copy them, then return . All records
given will , of course, be properly
attributed in the file .
Please note that this request
especially applies to old 'MONAS'
(HMS NABTHORPE -NABSTOCK)
fellows (or their surviving family) who
served there during the War - I note
that occasionally some of them write
in to 'Slipstream'. My address is: LtCdr
R.K.Robb RAN (Rtd), 35 Tucks Road,
TOONGABBIE, NSW 2146 - Phone
(02) 636 7330
VALE OLD FRIENDS
Many ex-NIBIMBA
(RANATE)
Apprentices and Staff will be saddened
to know of the passing last year can
two old stalwarts who were not
actually members of the RAN FAA but,
perhaps unbeknown to most, had a big
influence on it. Those who have a copy
of The Flight of The Pelican will find
pictures in it of both of them: John
'Dusty' Miller and Jack Shepperd .
Mr John Miller - originally joined
the RAF during the early 1930s as a
Boy Apprentice at Halton and was thus
a true 'Halton Brat'. However, when
the RN regained control of its own Air
Arm in 1938 (having lost it to the RAF
after WW 1) he volunteered for Naval
service and was soon at war (a
contemporary 'Halton Brat' was a
young Petty Offficer Air Fitter named
Stuart Wagstaff). So much so that he
found himself in HMS HERMES when
it was sunk by the Japanese off
Colombo) on Good Friday of 1942, but
he swam away from it and survived.
HERMES was one of the RN's oldest
aircraft carriers (it was also the world's
first purpose built), commissioned in
1924.
Early in 1945 he was in HMS
DEER SOUND , an ex-refrigerator ship
converted as an aircraft support
workshops ship attached to the British
Pacific Fleet on its way to Australia.
(Old hands will be interested to know

that part of the BPP was tlie then HMS
VENGEANCE, - see 'Slipstream', April
95, p.21 - without doubt the world's
oldest still-serving aircraft carrier!).
'Dusty' was one of the first sailors
ashore
when
the
Japanese
surrendered in Hong Kong but a few of
them refused to give-in and the RN
landing
parties
were fired on
sporadically by the last pockets of
resistance.
By January 1946, Dusty, now a
Petty Officer Aircraft Artificer, was in
Sydney as part of the RN run-down
operations in Australia, attached to
HMS GOLDEN
HIND, the RN
administrative unit in Australia and
based in various places,
but
eventually
at
Warwick
Farm
Racecourse. He in fact worked out of
requisitioned offices in the Grace Bros.
Building in the city centre. One of his
duties was to oversee the auctioning
off of RN Motor Vehicles from HMS
NABSTOCK, also known as RNAS
Schofields . Another item which he had
to get sold-off were mountains of
parachutes, and he recalls arranging
sales to Woolworths Ltd who bought
the scarce material for resale to
Australian ladies who were desperate
for something to make dresses out of!
Dusty returned to UK and paid off,
then in the early 1950s decided to
emigrate to Australia. He had not been
here
long
when
he
noticed
advertisements
in the press for
instructors at a venture being set up by
the RAN - a new Apprentice School at
what had been RNAS Schofields, then
RAAF Schofields and then RANAS
Schofields. There are many RAN FAA
tradespeople still serving who will have
sat under
Dusty's
tutelage
in
NIRIMBA 's Air School. After retirement
in the 1980s Dusty maintained his
links with NIRIMBA and was a regular
social visitor .
Lt Jack Shepperd,OBE, DSM
- will be known to only a few still
ex-NIRIMBA
(RANATE)
serving
people (of any branch) and probably to
no non-technical FAA people at all.
Yet, he had an enormous foundational
influence on our FAA history which
actually began well before Australia
even thought about acquiring aircraft
carriers.
Jack entered the Royal Navy in
1919 at the age of 11 years via the RN
Hospital School, Greenwich, as a Boy
Apprentice.
That
school
was
specifically for the preparation of RN
mens' sons as Seamen or Artificers.
He completed his training at HMS
FISGARD and the RN Dockyard at
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Chatham, qualifying as an ERA
(Engine Room Artificer, the progenitor
of the modern MTP branch) . However,
Jack spent most of his time in a Fleet
Air Arm environment, for he became a
valuable expert in the development
and maintenance of Flight Deck
Machinery , especially catapults.
By the outbreak of WW2 , Jack had
reached the then pinnacle of his
branch - CERA (Chief Engine Room
Artificer - a most highly prized and awe
inspiring breed to whom even junior
officers deferred) . He spent most of
the war at sea in aircraft carriers, and
of interest to FAA personnel, is that he
was present at the Battle of Taranto,
history's first seaborne air attack on an
enemy fleet (at night to boot). During
this period he was awarded the DSM
'for bravery in the face of the enemy '.
By 1944, Jack had been promoted to
Warrant
Engineer
then
a
commissioned rank.
Jack planned to retire from the RN
in 1948 - but that was the year the
RAN began its own full scale aircraft
carrier era and thus asked for a loan of
Jack so that it could benefit from his
wealth of flight deck machinery
knowledge and experience . The 'loan '
lasted for eight years then in 1956
Jack transferred to what was then
known as the RANVR and was
appo inted
to
the
recently
recommissioned
HMAS NIRIMBA
(RANATE) to become the Craft
Training Officer, responsible for basic
skill-of-hand training. While there he
was promoted to Lieutenant and
awarded an OBE. He retired from the
Navy in 1968 but continued on the
Senior Civilian Staff , finally dropping
anchor in January 1974. He continued
living in the Penrith district for a further
20 years and was, like Dusty Miller, a
frequent social visitor during that time .
Thus passed two men whose
names are little recorded or known in
RAN FAA annals, but who had a
significant influence on the FAA. We
salute their memory .
Once again - many thanks for a
very well produced journal. You may
be assured that when it arrives here
there is a very short elapsed time
before it is out of the cover and in my
hands sitting in a comfortable chair .
As I said earlier, only those of us who
have been part of it all can understand
what it's all about , but the memories
are proud ones and well worth
preserving.
May your health and
enthusiasm for the job continue for a
long time yet!
With kind regards, Ron Robb

DO YOU REMEMBER THIS ONE?
by 'Prof'

Are you still wondering what
'Intoxicated Staircase' was in the last
Slipstream? Have you ever heard of the
'Tripehound '? These were the names of what was, in more recent terminology. the greatest
air-superiority fighter of WW I - the Sopwith Triplane .
When the word 'triplane' is mentioned, most people immediately think of the Red Baron
and the Fokker triplane. A lot of mythology has grown around the facts of Manfred von
Richtofen , his deeds and his aircraft . In fact., with Richtofen, the sum of the parts is greater
than the whole. With a score of 83, Richtofen ranks as the leading ace of WW I, but only 19 of
his victories was achieved whilst flying a triplane .
What is often ignored is the number ,of his victims who were already damaged, or
stragglers, or just plain 'green'. Of course, almost all German pilots had the advantage of the
prevailing wind over the western front. The Allied pilots frequently fought over the German held
areas and even if not injured, or flying an undamaged aircraft, were relatively easy prey as they
battled against the head winds whilst attempting to return to their landing grounds.
The Sopwith triplane was one of the great successes of the war and was operated by the
Royal Naval Air Service exclusively. It completely outclassed all opposition during a period of
hectic and heavy air fighting .
About 140 aircraft were delivered, and they saw service for only seven months in 1917.
During this time the Navy's great aces increased their scores rapidly. A number of pilots in
number 1 , 8 and 1O (Naval) squadrons claimed as many as six victories in one day.
The highest scoring British Empire pilot, Raymond Collishaw, and five fellow Canadians of
'B' Flight, 1O Naval Squadron , destroyed 87 enemy aircraft between May and July 1917. Their
black triplanes, Black Death, Maria, Roger, Prince and Sheep, literally terrorised the enemy.
Collishaw himself is credited with the destruction of 16 aircraft in 27 days.
Leading Australian aces in the Naval squadrons also boosted their scores during the
triplane days.
Robert Little - 24 of a total of 47
Charles Booker - 20 of a total of 29
Dick Minific - 17 of a total of 21
Roderick Dallas - 15 of a total of 32
The Sopwith triplane was designed by Herbert Smith who was also responsible for the
Camel aircraft which supplanted the triplane in the Naval squadrons .
Triplane successes were so overwhelming that a rush was started in Germany to counter
it. A number of manufacturers developed triplanes but the Fokker aircraft was the most
successful and, of course , the best known.
The last triplane delivered survives to this day, and the Shuttleworth Collection [UK] has a
replica with an original Clerget 130 hp engine. This is a rather ironic situation, as Clayton and
Shuttleworth were sub-contractors who built some of the original triplanes .
SOPWITH TRIPLANE SPECIFICATIONS
Length - 18' 1O" Span - 16' 6"
Rate of Climb - 25 minutes to 25 ,000'
Speed-117 mph
Engine - Clerget 9 cylinder rotary, 110 hp, later 130 hp.

SWAMPY'S CORNER

Service ceiling - 20,000'
Armament - One fixed Vickers machine gun (some fitted with two)
[NOT ONE ENTRY WAS RECEIVED FOR THE QUIZ IN THE LAST EDITION. ED)
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NATIONAL SECRETARY'S REPORT
It's hard to believe that we are almost half way through
another year. I am in the process of gearing \.IPfor the next Federal
Council meeting which is being hosted by the Tasmanian Division
at Orford. Orford is located about eighty kilometres north east of
Hobart. All Divisions have been requested to forward any items
they wish to have included on the agenda. Likewise any member
who has anything he would like included should pass it to his
Division Secretary without delay. The latest date for inclusions is
the 31st July 1995. The Secretary of the Tasmanian Division Peter
Barnes has advised he has only received notice of th ose attending
from the ~ational Executive and two of the seven Divisions . If you
are intending to be at the Federal Council meeting then QUICKLY
send details so that accommodati on can be booked . Peters address
is 158 Wellington St LONGFORD TAS 7301 Tel 003-912399.
During May I had a note from our Patron Sir Victor Smith in
response to birthday wishes he had received from the Association.
Sir Victor said in part " To get such wishes at such a time inevitably
brmgs back memories. I count myself very fortunate in that so many
memories involve the friendships I made in the Fleet Air Arm" . He
concluded by wishing the Association continued success.
Whilst I am writing this article our National Treasurer, Gordon
'Pancho' Walter , is in the Community Hospital in Nowra recovering
from a knee replacement. He has been having a pretty rough time
in the last few days. I know we all wish him well.[He's out and about
now. Ed]
There was quite a good response to the request for info on the
history of the four Sea Furies in the last issue of Slipstream . The
information was passed on t o the War Memor ial, but anything more
would be gratefully received . The responses were from Tony
Robinson, Ken Greenaway, John Da Costa, Dave Eagles, Jim
Ferg_uson , and Stan Corboy. Tony Robinson's reply was very
detailed, he flew TF925 on ten occasions in 1948 and VW232 on
four occasions in 1949. The flights in TF925 were as member of
807 RN and 805 RAN Squadrons. Tony gives the date, exercise ,
duration, and base from which the flights were made. These were
RNAS Eglington, HMS Implacable, and RNAS Donnibristle. Would
be happy if both Tony and Stan would send the photo's they have,
they will be copied and returned.
The National Executive at a recent meeting decided to obtain
a new style of decal to help spread the word about our Association.
The new decal is approximately 68mm by 100mm or 2 1/2" by 4" to
fix to the inside of car windo ws and is in the form of the Association
Flag i.e. Australian White Ensign in the upper hoist and the
Association logo in the fly. They should be available by the time you
read this item and will cost $1 .50 each .
The following new members have joined the Association since
the last edition of Slipstream;
ACT: Ron MacKenzie, and Tim othy O'Halloran .
NSW: William P. Sadler , Frank Donnelly, John Fry,
Geoff Morton, Brian Mills, Barry Tryell, Ray Jone s, J.L .Wakefield,
J.M.Hamilton, R.Reed, G.A.Gibbs, V.R. Clark , and Associate
Edward (Bill) Allen.
QLD : Edward Ditcham , Dennis Kinn est, Albert Wilkinson!!,
Barry Lovett, Lee Wells, Peter Hodgkison, Reg Holton,
Col Buchholz,
Douglas Jago,
Lindsay
McDonald,
and
Robert Brown.
SA: Andrew McCabe, and Bob Batterbee.
VIC : Walter (Jack) Cutler, and Associates Irene. Harney,
Leslie Robert Jordan, Noreen Sinclair.
TAS: Greg Chatwin .
WA: T.K.Bennet, Alf Diver, W .H.Dunl op, R.H.J .Gent ,
Bob Gilmour , Jack Griffin , D.J .Miller , B.Minett, Keith Murdoch,
D.Rasmussen , and B.W .Summers.
Ian Ferguson

NEWS FROM
THE
DIVISIONS
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Once again I am deafened by the silence of the
objectors to my style of reporting of the goings-on
in the State of WA So far, not one item of news
has been sent to me, so I will endeavour to let you
know anything of interest. ·
'Pappy ' Gault has been struck with the dreaded
heart condition and is awaiting the specialist 's
report as to what is about to happen next. Our best
wishes go out to you and your fam ily, 'Pappy', and
hope to have you back in the near future as good
as new.
Lou Burns went back to hospital and had a
knee replacement done, all seemed to go well and
he was sent home , only to be returned to hospital ;
a few days later with severe pain and swelling of
the joint. It appears that he has a Golden Staph
infection and is being fed loads of 'gunk ' through
a drip. We hope that all goes well , and you are
able to throw off th ose 'wogs' and be up and
around again to keep us entertained at the general
meeting . All jokes aside, you have had a pretty
tough time of it and the doctor stated that it was
the second worst scenario that could have
happened, the first being death . Our best wishes
to Lou, Barbara and family .
I have to inform you that John Fletcher , exLEM , died in hospital after a recent leg
amputation. John wasn't a member of the
association, but did attend several of our gettogethers. Our thoughts go out to his family.
We now need a new Treasurer as Geoff
Vickridge has moved from the law firm and is
employed in the manufacturing world. This change
will mean that he will be away from the State quite
often on business . So, if there are any members
out there who like taking money in hand, please
step forward , you w ill be most welcome .
Geoff was to accompany Ron Tate to
Tasmania in October , as our representatives at the
Federal Conference. If there is anyone out there
who would like to take his place as WA delegate ,
please step forward. f cannot see myself being
able to make the trip as I am on 'Rat Sack '
[Warfarin] in large doses and am required to
attend the 'Vampire' at least once a week. Unless
they can stabilise my blood, I cannot leave the
area for more than a few days .
Our thoughts go to the family of our shipmate,
Bob Conellan, who passed away recently. We are
getting thinner on the ground, but the news of
another one still gives you a shock .
To all those people on the other side of
Australia , we on this side wish you all the best of
health and happiness .
Theo Bushe-Jones - Hon.Secretary
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
The winter solstice has arrived and
darkness is rapidly approaching as I
gather my thoughts onto paper for this
edition of Slipstream .
Our State Division has had a
couple of active moments which
require the telling , so I'll start off with
a warm winter 's greeting to all our
interstate friends, having said that, it's
on with the show .
The dedication
of the Naval
Memorial Garden at Sir Edwin Smith
Avenue on 8 April was truly a Naval
Family Day. Banners and flags were
paraded, a Naval Guard and bugler
were present, splashes of colour
through the filtered sunlight, wreaths
laid over the relocated plaques, all
added up to a special day to
remember.
I was chosen to lay a wreath on our
FAA plaque, whilst waiting in line , I
had my free hand held back by a lovely
lady officer until it was time to move
off. I quite enjoyed that!
The service consisted
of an
address and welcome by Mr . Harold
Tuckwell, State Superintendent of the
Naval Association, Cmdr Craig Bates
ADC RAN , then gave an excellent
address to the gathering . The
remainder
of the service
was
conducted by the Rev. Graham
Pitman RANR. The ever popular Naval
Hymn , brought me out in goose
bumps .
Anzac Day was another of those
days when you bless yourself for being
alive. Clear skies and warm sunshine
on your back. We still had the usual
number turn out, some still able to
squeeze
into
uniform .
I was
·commiss ioned ' to carry the 'newlyprinted-both-sides' flag, several paces
behind our leader, John Berry. I only
saw half the march because the flag
would continue to drape over my head.
We needed a stiff sou ' westerly!
Generally it was a good march as I
don't recall having to change step
once.
It never fails to amaze me at the
increase in the cheering crowds each
year and I often wonder if there has
been an offer of 'free beer for all' after
the march . On completion, those
wishing to participate , gathered at the
Quality Inn, North Adelaide , which is a
short walk from the dismissal area .
Whilst there we had an excellent
lunch. I have to point out, that not once
during the talking, eating and drinking,

did I see Bill McGrath draw breath saw, whilst there we met the Museum
Director, Mike Lehan, Les Matterson
not once!
and Don Parkinson . Whilst lunching in
Dinsley Cooper organised for the
the restaurant , two large F111 's took
Division to . attend the Maritime
off from the duty runway not very far
Museum on 3 June, followed by dinner
from us. Full afterburner and earwax
at the Port Dock Brewery. I had my
shaking sound. This was promptly
name down to attend, but preparing for
followed by three A4 Skyhawks (Kiwi),
our trip to NSW got in the way. From
which looked very familiar indeed.
reports received, the day was a
success.
'
Leon and I released the girls from
their duty and back to Nowra they
Dinsley has proposed a picnic on 6
sped, we went onboard Albatross to
August, but to 'see off those weather
check
over
the
technical
test
forecast experts, we will meet at his
workshops . Wonderful set-up indeed!
house. Meat will be supplied, but do
I met Tony Penno pottering around in
take a salad plate to share, plus any
the hydraulic workshop. All in all a
drinks. The starting time is 1100 great day - thanks to Leon and Judy
contact Dinsley on 3448812.
Brown .
Navy Week has been set for 20 I might just
add that the
25 September and I believe it will
countryside in and around Nowra was
follow much the same format as last
looking its very best, as I've always
year, although no ships will be visiting.
remembered it could. Sometimes I
The Grand Naval Ball will be held on
wonder why we ever left.
23 September, members are asked to
To finish off, I'll quote another
make up a table. Contact Mary Raynor
Naval blunder from the Admiralty
on her new number 3221319, if you
regarding Sir Percy Scott's attempt to
wish your name to be added.
patent his invention in 1896:
Scottish Night is on for 30
September, so start practising that
'The holding of a number of
Scottish burr and chew on an ·old sock
patents would, in their Lordship's
to sharpen the taste buds for a slice of
opinion, constitute a grave objection to
haggis, neaps and tatties , all washed
his being selected for any scientific or
down with a 'Scotch' Whisky of · administrative post in Her Majesty's
doubtful origin. It starts around 1900
Service'.
·and ends when the piper falls over . It's
The
Admiralty
positively
always a good night, so mark your
discouraged serving Naval Officers
calendar.
from
improving
their
technical
The Grand Prix for us, means
capabilities. Engineering Officers were
gathering at Naval House, Hutt Street,
not regarded as 'gentlemen' and, as
on any race day to observe the racing
Sir Percy Scott found, 'clever' officers
cars flash past the viewing platform .
were
unpopular
throughout
the
Access is open to all members and, as
service.
you can gather, a bit of a crush
Roger Harrison - Hon.Whipping boy.
sometimes.
(There's no need to
[How about some photo's from the
mention those rotten Victorians!) [Who
Div.? Ed]
have shunted the GP over the border.]
The Association Christmas Dinner
will once again be held at the
Hampstead Hotel on 2 December.
Contact Dinsley on 3448812 to
indicate your intention to attend ,
Greetings and best wishes to one
numbers will be restricted . The last
and all.
Christmas Dinner was a great success
Anzac Day dawned to a fine and
with several new members attending
sunny day here in 'Old Melbourne
for the first time, hopefully not their
Town', all that was required now was
last Yes, I do realise that December is
a good turn-up of ex-Birdies to form up
a long way away, but we do need a
behind the FAAA National Flag and
firm booking.
Divisional Banner.
Last month (June), Rosemary and
Unfortunately, our State President,
I stayed for a few days with Leon and
Les Jordan, was on the 'missing list'
Judy Brown who live at Cambewarra,
again. I think he should be able to find
NSW. During this time, Leon took us
an. easier way to get out of marching
over to the Naval Aviation Museum,
though, being in hospital for another
this was the large construction that
operation is rather a weak excuse, this
could be clearly seen from the top of
is two years in a row he's pulled this
Mount Cambewarra, I might add. We
caper . Only joking, mate!
were very impressed with what we
Les was admitted to hospital a

VICTORIA
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couple of days prior to Anz ac Day for an
emergency appendectomy, I am happy to report
that he is now fine. I must add, he did convince his
doctor to discharge him from hospital on Anzac
Day, and he did make it to th e reunion, although a
little sore and uncomfo rtab le. However, j ust to be
amongst his friends mad e it all worthwhile .
Now back to the march. We were not
disappointed , we had an excellent muste r,
including, possibly the largest turn -up of 'Old and
Bold Pilots' that I can recall. To name a few , Geoff
Litchfield, John Champion , Len Baggott, Albert
Riley, Cal Pain, Mike Price, Jim Davidson - I must
have been in a state of awe (or was it CRAFT?) , I
forgot to do a head count, but it must have been in
the high forties - a very good turn-out. [If he's
missed any names out, write to Ron, not me! Ed]
Our 'Groupie s' followed the FAAA contingent ,
Melbourne Anzac Day ~t-together
cheering and applauding from quite a number of
L-R: Geoff Litchfield , Bill Martin , Mon signor Lyons, Jim Davidson
vantage points along the route of th e march . I
It would appear that even after all thse years, Geoff and 'Ti ger ' still use the
might add, that this routine is greatly appreciated
same barber. For all we know, so does Bill !
by all of us. Thank you . Ladies! For tho se of you
Photo and caption court esy Brian Teny
not in the know, they are our Associ ates.
t he Shrine - we waited , but it didn't return , we could see it
The aft er-m arc h reuni on was held at the Melbourne
tr acking in a westerly direction out towards Port Phill ip Bay,
Naval Centre which, once again, we had the Subm arine
it was a little disappointing .
Association join us. At this venue a Spit Roast lunch was
Next day, an article appeared in the Sun-Herald stating
provided - sixty-three lunches were served to the FAAA and
that the pilot had become disoriented in the fog. Okay ! One
twenty-five to the submariners.
would say. But seeing that it was a clear sunny day 1twas
In summary, it was a great day, but this is to be
lucky that he wasn 't trying to find an aircraft earner, hey?
expected when in the company of good friends and mates!
None the less, our gallant little band had a very pleasant
The Division was invited to have representati on at the
day, good company , good food and drink - or should I say,
Shrine of Remembrance at a cerem ony on 8 May, t o
drinks?
commemorate the 5oth Anniversary of VE Day. On thi s
Our next major occasion will be the Annual
occasion we were represented by Les Jordan, Geoff
Remembrance Service at the RAN FAA Memorial at HMAS
Litchfield, Clem Conlan , Jim Kalmund and yours truly. W e
Cerberus on 27 August 1995. This will consist of a church
waited in anticipation through out th e cerem ony for the
service at the All Denominations Chapel at 1000, followed
much publicis ed 'Fl y Past' of Wo rld Wa r Tw o aircraft,
by a brief ceremony and wreath laying at the RAN . FAA
including a Spitfire . After an excellent cer emony and
Memor ial. On completion, those who so wish can retire to
subsequent wreath laying , the Fly Past arrived overhead, a
t he CPOs' Mess where a sit down lunch will be available for
forma t ion of five CT 4s followed by a formati on of five
a cost of $8 .00 per person . For those members requiring
Harvards, all flying at an altitu de of approximat ely 500ft.
lunch , bookings are essential. Full bar service will be
Then, the Spitfire arrived flying at about 1200ft, tracking
availab le. It is anticipated that a bus will be available on the
from a northerly direction , heading south. We were then
day, the cost will depend upon the number of me~bers and
informed that the Spitfire would execute another pass over
friends who ava il themselves of the service.
For Victorian members , a FL YER is enclosed
in this edition of Slipstream with all necessary
details - please complete and return to the
Secretary if you are participating . Visiting
members from other Divisions are also most
welcome to attend .
Since our last report , we have lost yet another
member , John Slade,. who lost his battle on 18
April 1995. Farewell , John .
On behalf of the Division, and myself , I would
like to take this opportunity to extend our
appreciation and thanks · to Ian Stanfield for
organising the catering for the Remembrance
Ceremony at the CPOs' Mess, Cerberus .
Well, Shipmates . That's about our lot for the
moment , I'm looking forward to catching up with
some of you interst.aters io Tasmania later in the
Melbourne Anzac Day ~t -together
year!
Ian and Noreen McGuiness listening while Rob Taylor explains why when
Good health and best regards wherever you
he talces Anne to 'Honkers ' in a few weeks time , he doesn ' t expect it to be
may be.
quite the same as when he visited aboard Melbourne.
Ron Christie - Hon. Secretary
Photo and caption courtesy Brian Terry
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NEW SOUTH WALES
The Anzac Day commemoration in Nowra was very well
attended by our members . At the march, we had the
pleasure of the company of Bob Bryce, ex-Nowra member
and now a resident of the Gold Coast, it was nice to see him
again.
We were all saddened to hear the news that our great
friend and shipmate , Bob Connellan , had recently passed
away. Our condolences are extended to Colleen, from all of
us in the New South Wales Division.
The Museum Family Fly in Day on Sunday 25th June
was a huge success , our Hot Dog stand was taxed to the
limits , as were the two barbecues selling steak and sausage
sandwiches . We were besieged with customers from 10am
till 3.30pm . A number of ACT Division members were here
as usua l, and together with our members and friends ,
worked non-stop to keep up the constant demand for more
David Laird and Leon Dobson in party mood.
food. My personal thanks to all who were able to lend a hand
Photo Peregrine Pub.
throughout the day. It was a long day, but the profit we
made helps swell the bank account for the Division .
An additional item to the NSW Division social calendar
is the George Blondel Yulefest. This annual dinner has been
conducted for several years by the Shoal haven and District
RDFWA Contact Group , that organisation has now reduced
its work ing committee and asked us to take over the reins .
Although this year's dinner will be over before this edition of
Slipstream 1s distributed, keep your calendar clear for early
July next year. My thanks to Rusty Marquis , Zoe Blonde!, .
and others, who effected the smooth changeover .
The next Federal Council Meeting is being held on 27
October in Orford , Tasmania . Orford is about a one hour
drive north of Hobart. I am unable to attend, but the Division
will be well and worthily represented . It is hoped that the
three day event will be a great success.
National President, 'Toz' Dadswell , continues the huge
task of looking into the publication of the history of the
Australian Fleet Air Arm . At our June meeting,
the
committee once again expressed full support for this
important venture , however , there were some areas of
Bill Menhennett
concern which it is hoped will be resolved quickly .
taking things easy
scooping the raffle pool
The cataloguing of obsolete aircraft spares on behalf of
Photo PP
Photo PP
RANAS and the ANAM is still under way. A few members
are able to find time to spend the odd day out at the
Air Station to sift through the mountain of spares
still to he dealt with. Those members living in the
close proximity of the Air Station might be able to
lend a hand. I'm sure that the stores team leader,
Les Matterson, would welcome any assistance you
can offer. If you can assist, ring the PRO on (044)
232014 .
Our membership is still on a steady increase,
despite the exodus of members to the Division to
the North. There . are still many of our former
shipmates who have not got around to joining the
Association, if you know of any, please give them
a nudge. Just getting this great Quarterly Journal is
worth the membership, not to mention keeping up
with the news.
Our Committee meets on the 3rd Monday of each
month at the Bomaderry RSL Club commencing at
7pm. If you are visiting the area and care to drop in,
we'd be glad to see you. To everyone who reads
Denny Lynch, Ian Fergusonand CommodoreGraham Sloper, CO RANAS
this Journal, good health and best wishes .
Nowra, enjoyedthe festivities at the Yulefest.
Photo Peregrin e Pub .
Max Altham - NSW Division President.
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ACT DIVISION
As the icy fingers of winter sink
deeply into the Canberra region , the
Division is trying to continue an
interesting and active social calender .
We have two new members in Tim
O'Halloran and Ron McKenzie, we
welcome them aboard and hope th at
their association with the Division is a
long and enjoyable one.
The Anzac Day March was
conducted in bright and warm
sunshine and was well attended by
about 40 to 50 serving and ex-Fleet Air
Arm personnel and others. The March
itself was considered by many to be
the best attended for many years .
Unfortunately, 'Nobby' Clarke and Ben
Dunn were unable to attend due to
surgery and ill health.
The march was followed by a
barbecue at HMAS Harman and was
attended
by about
40
people
(members and family). The cooking
was performed by the President and
the Vice President and a great job they
did too . There have been no reports of
any unfortunate after effects so they
must have done a good job. Our
thanks go to the catering staff at
Harman for a first class spread. The
Secretary also enjoyed a nostalgic trip
through the cafeteria where he met his
wife some thirty years ago (nothing
much has changed in the intervening
years) .
By the time this appears in
Slipstream the Division will have
enjoyed another social event at the
Yamba Sports Club on June 30. The
food is reported to be exceptional and
good value so it promises to be a very
good night. From last reports it
appears there should be about 15
members
and
their
wives
in
attendance.
Coming events which have no set
dates as yet, are a Cocktail Party
sometime in November and, hopefully,
a Mess Dinner at the Joint Services
Staff College sometime in October . If
anyone would like any inf ormat ion
about coming events please contact
Daphne Clarke on (06) 286 3940 .
Peter Schilling - Honorary Secretary

TASMANIA
No news from the Tasmanian
Division at the time of going to press.

ANOTHER REMINDER
If you are attending the Federal
Council meeting in Tasmania, contact
Peter Barnes, Tasmanian Div. Sec'y.

11

QUEENSLAND
to
all from
the
- Greetings
Queensland mob! We 've had a fairly
active time this year with good
attendances at all our functions , We
held the AGM in the Caloundra Power
Boat Club , followed by dinner at the
same venue . It's a good setting, right
on the water on Bribie, or Pumicestone
Passage. We had 52 at the meeting,
and the executive Committee was
reselected except for Alan Smith , who
resigned due to travel and other
commitments. Alex McMurtrie stood
for the vacancy and was elected in his
place. 'Weed ', has done an excellent
job on the Committee from the day the
Division began and we express our
very sincere thanks to you , Alan .
The elected Committee is as follows:
President
Barry
Lister
'(074) 954288
Vice President - Mick Blair (07) 2641207
Secretary - Frank (Shorty ) Neilsen (07) 3414398
Treasurer
Ian
Henderson
(07) 2862393
Committee:
Alex McMurtrie - (075) 5946793
Brian Sargeson - (07) 8040552
Len Zuch - (07) 2851829
Des Kelly- (074) 985254
Eighty members attended the
Dinner , it was excellent and the
decis ion to hold our Christmas Dinner
on 2 December at the same venue was
unanimous. Many members want a
weekend similar to the one we held in
Bundaberg, with tours etc. We are
going to get things organised. In April ,
some of us went for a run on the old
steam tug, SS Forceful, down the
Brisbane River and out into Moreton
Bay. We all had a good day and some
even shovelled coal !
Anzac Day saw a terrific turnout for
us with over 64 members marching .
We received a great reception from a
very big crowd.
Afterwards, we
adjourned to the Army Officers ' Mess
at Bulimba, on the river, and had a
good afternoon. We were pleased to
see Reg Holton, who now resides up
here. On 30th June, we were invited to
the Mess at Bulimba for their 'Happy
Hour', and Mick Blair and Ian
Henderson presented a plaque from
the
Division
to
express
our
appreciation. This went down very
well , and we are invit ed to use the
mess until such time as the base
closes down - at least 3 years away .

"I'll give you a-drink
of my beer for
a bite of your 'sanger"'
'Blue' Ditcham ' talking turkey ' while
Eric Cottrell (Far Right ), mounts guard on
the beer supply.
[Hong Kong -. possibly 1961 or 1963)
Photo R.Marsh collection

On Sunday, 2 July , we held a
barbecue at the Currumbin RSL on the
Gold Coast , once again we had a good
roll up. We were delighted to have
'Toz' and Gwen Dadswell , Clem and
Betty Conlan , and Ron ltchin there
as our guests . Also, Bob Proud ,
'Blue' Ditcham, Ken Staff , Roy Allman
were welcome ·new comers. It was a
lovely sunny day and 'Toz' gave a
brief talk on the proposed writing of
the RAN FAA History , which made
things a lot clearer .
Sad news - we've had three of our
friends
pass on recently, Bert
Wilkinson,
Jimmy
(Hawsepipe)
Sparks
and Bob Conellan .
All
funerals were attended by members of
the Division . Bob passed away on 21
June . Don Daniels ,
Colleen and
myself wrote his eulogy , and at the
service, after the RSL part of it, Don
and Abby Tedford folded the White
Ensign as the American Services do.
Harry Harkness placed Bob's medals
on the folded flag and Don presented
it to Colleen.
A very impressive
service . 'Whisky ' Dalton turned up he was in Bundaberg and saw the
notice in the paper . Also Bill McGrath
was there - 1952 vintage . Colleen's
address is: 31 Morris Terrace , Gin
Gin . 4671 Qld . - if any one wishes to
contact her.
continuedover
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Shorty
Neilsen
row away. Keith later
reports
that
our
called in to see Bob
membership
is
and Colleen on his
steadily increasing,
way up north. Later,
with more and more
at the time of Bob's
ex-FAA
on
the
funeral
service ,
mailing list taking the
Arthur Johnson and
plunge and becoming
Keith flew aerobatics
in Arthur's CT4 as a
full members.
mark of respect to the
With the help of
memory of Bob.
Tom Allwood, we've
arranged a whale
Bill
Hayward ,
from Adelaide , has
watching weekend at
been
in
touch
Hervey Bay on 8-9
recently . He and his
and 1O September.
wife have purchased
We're going out on
a
new
villa
in
Mimi
McPherson's
boat, the 'Matilda ',
Maroochydore
and
we soon found a
on the 9th, and the
good tenant for him.
next day we are
"All aboard the SS Forceful"
Real Estate , as well
having a barbecue in
L:R Mick Blair , Ian Henderson , Brian Sargeson and Florence Henderson
as
other business is
conjunction with the
On the steam tug in the Brisbane River - heading out to Moreton Bay
pretty
tough
at
Naval Association it
present, but as a result there are lots
should be a good weekend .
are helping . Trevor Bolitho and 'Blue'
of good buys around
Ditcham have been going up to help.
On 11 November ,
there is a
Arthur Sharland visited recently , and
Paddy Williamson has recently
general
RAN
Reunion
at
the
he and Jock had very useful
had a quadruple bypass and is
Toowoomba RSL . Last year about
discussions on how to obtain bits and
recuperating
satisfactorily.
Bevan
forty ex-FAA blokes were there and we
pieces. Jock is looking for a 20mm
Mewitt had a hip replacement last
expect a bigger roll-up this year.
cannon - anyone got one? By the way ,
month and is on the way to recovery .
At our AGM Dinner, at the bequest
we're not trying fo outdo the Naval
Don Vinson had to go into hospital for
of Dick Coates' will, we held a 'wake'
Museum at Nowra, but at the very
a spine op . and when some of the
for him with his family there as our
least, the Naval Aviation section of the
blokes went to visit him he'd already
guests. Mick Blair and Kev Raddatz
Air
Museum will be first class in its
left for home . They have a quick turn
recounted some of his history and the
presentation .
around these days!
family thoroughly enjoyed the evening
Preparations for VP50 are in hand
I heard a little story about Fred
- as we did.
- Townsville is holding big celebrations
Husband and several others taking
Bob
Bryce
(Reunion
'96
and have sent invitations to all our
part as extras in the making of a film
Committee), reports that so far he has
members to attend. Barry Lovatt is
called 'Return of the Boomerang' . An
about 180 registrations for the event in
liaising up there for us. Also, we've
American film , it starred John Mills ,
November '96 at the Gold Coast.
been
invited
to
participate
in
a
big
Beau Bridges , Jeanne Moreau and
When you register, it's $10 per
parade in Brisbane on 15 August , with
others. The navy boys (paid-up
person , and give Bob the names of
street parties to follow .
members of Actors Equity) including
those attending.
JA (the Ed), 'Burgoo' Burgraaf and the
Keith
and
Lillian
Hodges
are
on
a
Noel Fischer has mentioned that
rest of a motley crew, were not being
tour of Australia by caravan . Keith
Fred Husband has cancer of the lymph
paid Equity Rates, so Fred took them
phoned me to say that he was in a
glands and is currently in Cessnock .
all out on strike! I'm told that the boys
Caravan
Park
in
Mooloolaba,
so
early
Noel has an address , so if anyone
eventually
received their
money
next morning decided to pay him a
wants to make contact, get in touch
through Equity at a later date. Good
visit.
The
park
owner
gave
me
their
lot
with any of the Committee and we
one, Fred! [Andy Warhol's 15 minutes
number and we drove along, saw a
can get the info for you.
of fame theory . Ed]
NSW number plate on a 4WD with a
Jock Collins is doing wonders to
caravan attached. I knocked hard on
By the way, I didn't get 'Whisky '
the Gannet at the Queensland Air
the door, saying it was high time they
Dalton's address, so if anyone knows
Museum. It now has engines and
were up and about. A lady came to the
it, can they let me know, so I can put
props fitted, the wings are being fitted
door and .... I didn't recognise her! Then
him on the mailing list.
and it is beginning to look like it should
a bloke appeared, still half asleep, and
Time
to
sign
off
again .
do. He has also fitted the correct
I said,
'My God, Keith , you've
Commiserations to those of you living
'bang' seats to the Venom on display .
changed!' It was obviously the wrong
in colder climates.
The Tracker is the next project. He
'van , but they were very nice about it.
Regards to all,
has put together a committee to assist
The correct 'van was parked another
in organising things and more people
Barry Uster - Qld Div President

THE SPIRITWASWILLING...but
Did you hear about the old fella who fronted
up at the Sperm Bank and insisted on making
a donation.
The matron looked at him doubtfully, after all,

he was 83! He demanded his 'rights' and
insisted that he was as fit as a Mallee bull.
To shut him up, she gave him a little jar,
ushered him towards a cubicle and closed the
door.
For the next few minutes all she could hear

was much huffing and puffing and it went on
for so long she started to get worried.
She knocked on the door.
"Are you okay?" she called.
"No . I need some help," gasped the old
bloke. • I can't get the lid off this bloody jar"
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Australian
Naval
Aviation
Museum
The Museum has progressed
dramatically
with
the
aesthetic
appearance of the grounds. In June,
the last remaining WWII building was
demolished and a new carpark was
laid. Driving into the Museum in any
weather is now a pleasure and we no
longer need "gumboots" . To have
achieved the s1:1ccessfuldemolition of
the old gliding hangar and two old
buildings that used to contain all our
aircraft spares , is a milestone that was
only made possible by the dedicated
support of our volunteers and staff
during
our "working
bees" on
Thursdays and at weekends . It has
taken
just
twelve
months
to
accomplish this task and our heartfelt
thanks go out to all Association
personnel who have been involved.
The next stage in the development
of our appearance is to landscape the
grounds and set up barbeque areas.
We have commenced fundraising for
th is project.
The major activity for future
planning at the Museum is the design
and
the
development
of
the
construction plans for stage 4. This
stage embraces the installation of the
100 seat theatrette and a display
theme capsule which will form the
entry of the theatrette and provide a
natural "sound barrier'' between this
facility and the Museum display
hangar. Attached to the theatrette will
be the administration complex which
w ill include offices, board room, library
and curator 's store . It will be a twostorey complex which marries with the•
theatrette at the upper level and
underneath the stepped seats of the
theatrette will be toilets , shower and
cooking facilities . Space has been
provided in the administration facility
to headquarter the National Executive
of the Fleet Air Arm Association, as ·
originally planned . The whole complex
will be situated on the Australian Rules
side of the Museum .
Timing for stage 4 will depend on
the ·success of our fundraising . The
fundraising sub-committee will be
formed
in
Sydney
in
July,
administered from the Museum . This
committee will again be led by Admiral
Robertson and the main objective will
be to raise funds for the administration
centre and display theme capsule .
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C E Heath has offered to sponsor the
theatrette and we are presenting the
conceptual plans for his approval in
the near future . It is hoped that with
suitable
sponsorship
in
kind
(concreting, cladding and electrical
aspects) and the financial support of
CE Heath , we should be able to
commence work on the theatrette late
1995.
It is doubtful whether we will be
able to commence the administration
centre until 1996-1997 as we cannot
commence construction until we have
raised sufficient funds to guarantee
that we do not go in to debt on this
project. When the complex
is
completed , we will have the ability to
look after delicate artefacts and
personal memorabilia which we lack
the capacity to do so at present. Our
curator 's store , currently in the old
Museum , which in its condemned
state is not ideal and it would therefore
not be appropriate for the Museum to

ask ex Fleet Air Arm members to
donate their treasured items right at
this moment. I ask that all members
understand this situation and just bear
with us while we concentrate our
energies on raising sufficient funds to
ensure that we do have the ability to
safeguard keepsakes and items of
value . We will take the opportunity of
keeping members fully informed of our
progress within Slipstream, and as we
near completion of our curator's stores
we will then commence a campaign of
asking for treasured items to be
donated/loaned to the Museum .
Members may wonder why we put
priority on the theatrette . The reason is
one of finances. We have the
sponsorship , and when complete the
facility will enable the Museum to
conduct
business seminars
and
conventions to further develop the core
business and generate necessary
cash flow . The theatrette will be high
tech , as instructed by C E Heath and

'Sycamore 907 in a state of perpetual hover'
Photo Peregrine Publishing

will be equipped to show films, videos
and remote controlled slides . Perhaps
it might be fitting to stage a Fleet Air
Arm Annual Conference - who knows!
The stores mountain has been
progressively cleared, catalogued and
stowed by Fleet Air Arm Association
members during May and June, under
the leadership of Les Matterson. When
this task was first envisaged it looked
an impossible endurance test, but it
has been an amazing display of
teamwork , dedication and leadership
that has enabled "H" hangar to be
cleared and the second shipment of
stores from Sydney to be attacked . In
addition to this "labour of love" there
has been intense activity in the
Museum, cataloguing and sto.wing the
stores that were taken from the two old
WWII buildings . To all those Fleet Air
Arm Association members involved,
the Chairman of the Board of Directors
has asked me to convey his strongest
vote of thanks for a job well done,
sometimes
under
very
trying
circumstances!
Our next Family Air Day will be
held on 27 August. We look forward to
seeing as many of the Fleet Air Arm
Association members as is humanly
. possible. You will always be made
very welcome .
The 25 June Family Air Day was a
most outstanding success , largely due
to the tremendous effort of all our
volunteers,
the
Fleet Air Arm
Association and staff . You may be
interested to know that it was a record,
even surpassing Australia Day Family
Air Day . The "Cafe", operated by
Association members was in full swing
all day and produce was in demand to
the extent that we had to send a
"liberty boat" into town to replenish the
"galley" . The members worked like
slaves all day long and should reap a
fair reward for the Association coffers
in return. Well done all concerned!
Finally,
the
Museum
has
successfully
launched
its
first
phonecard and these are on sale
through mail order or our retail shop.
We have also completed our first
promotion video which is available to
the general public.
Best wishes to all,
Mike Lehan - Museum Director

PROPOSED FAMILY AIR DAYS
FOR 1996
26 January -17 March - 23 June
1 September - 27 October
NB :These are PROPOSED days ONLY!
Please confirm with the Museum before
visiting by dialling (044) 211 920. Ed.
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THE BRITISH PACIFIC FLEET
THE FORGOTTENNA\IV
by Alan Zammit
fares . The public subscribed £200,000
Fifty years ago, the British Pacific
to erect the British Centre in Hyde
Fleet (BPF) took part in naval
Park, where up to six thousand meals
operations against Japan. Sydney
were served each day. Three hundred
provided the main leave and repair
Sydney girls each night acted as
base for the BPP.
hostesses .
The principal theatre of operations
The BPF built up to 150,000 and
was 3,500 miles from Sydney. Manus
included Australian, Canadian and
was the forward base 1800 miles north
New Zealand matelots and 2,000
of Sydney . Ttie fleet train kept the
Wrens . 13,500 British 'jack tars' could
supplies up, replenishing the fleet in
be on week-end shore leave when the
the operational areas, using an
fleet was in.This figure includes shoreassortment of ships from many
based sailors from HMS· Golden Hind
nations , all doing their best.
at
Warwick Farm, where sailors were
It was planned that allied troops
accommodated in wooden huts . The
would land on the Japanese mainland
Fleet Air Arm
personnel
from
and Malaya in November 1945. It was
S9hofields,
Jervis
·
Bankstown,
Bay
feared that if Japan continued fighting,
and Nowra , and the ·RN hospital staff
the Pacific war could last until 1947.
at Herne Bay (now Riverwood), all
The dropping of the first atomic bomb
headed for the bright lights of Sydney .
on 6 August . over Hiroshima, the
Altogether , the British Centre and
Russian scramble into the war to
the Comforts Fund arranged for
share the spoils, and its advance
80,000 sailors to spend from a quiet
against Japanese forces in Manchuria,
week-end in Sydney with a Sydney
and the bombing of Nagasaki, ended
family to a week on a country sheep
the war against Japan .
station.
Hence the war was brought to a
Royal Naval House was in
conclusion before many of the 250
Grosvenor Street, now the Futures
BPF ships had been in action .
Exchange . It was affectionately known
Nevertheless, the BPF was engaged in
by the sailors as 'Johnnie's' , and the
significant action which deserves to be
wet canteen in the courtyard as the
remembered and recounted.
'Snake Pit' . Johnnie's had bunks for
The BPF main striking force were
over
800
sailors
and
could
the fleet aircraft carriers commanded
accommodate 500 more on camp
by the blue-eyed naval war hero, Vicebeds etc. in an emergency for as little
Admiral Sir Philip Vian , KCB KBE
as a shilling a night.
DSO. Four fleet carriers usually
At times, when sailors had too
operated together , although six saw
much to drink, fights would break out
action on and off during 1945 in the
in the Snake Pit. Australian sailors
Pacific war .
would call the British 'kippers', and the
On its way to Australia in January
British would say 'you colonial
1945, the carrier aircraft attacked the
bastards' . By the next morning the
Japanese-held Sumatra oil refineries.
British would say they had a 'smashin'
This caused great damage, and acted
time'
, as they walked with the
as a dress rehearsal for later
Australians to Circular Quay or Manoperations in the Pacific . The first
aircraft carrier squadron arrived in · o'-War Steps or shared a taxi to
Woolloomooloo or Garden Island.
Sydney in February 1945.
Officers were accommodated in
hotels such as the Metropole in Bent
BPF sailors in Sydney
Street , or relaxed in the Hotel Australia
and Ushers in Castlereagh Street.
Some visited Princes Night Club and
The
British
sailors
were
some became honorary members of
overwhelmed with hospitality. Their
the Sydney Golf Club at Rose Bay.
pay was less than that of Australian
servicemen,
so
the
Australian
For the administration of the BPF,
Comforts Fund presented sailors with
floors of the Grace Building in York
gift parcels of puddings and other
Street and of the Bank of N.S.W . were
goodies , and unofficially they were
taken over.
asked not to pay public transport

Operation 'Iceberg'
Between March and May 1945, the
British Pacific Fleet took part in the
suppqrting operations for Operat ion
'Iceberg', while the Americans landed
on Okinawa to capture the airfiel d,
which was to be used as a springboard
against the main islands of Japan .
The BPF task was to destroy the
stepping stones of Japanese airfields
on the islands of lshigaki, Miyako and
lriomote in the Sakishima group ,
preventing Japanese aircraft from
Formosa (now Taiwan) reinforcing
Okinawa .
The
fleet
carriers
lncjomitable, Victorious , Indefatigable
and Illustrious had a combined total of
over
200
aircraft ,
compr ising
Avengers, Corsairs, Hellcats , Fireflies,
Seafires and two Walrus air/sea
rescue amphibians .
The carrier aircraft struck repeated
blows at the six airfields , the Avengers
bombing the airfields and the fighters
shooting up aircraft on the ground .

Kamikaze attacks
The Japanese reaction was attacks
by 'Kamikaze' suicide aircraft against
the offshore warships. On April 1st,
lndefatigahle was hit with 14 killed ,
was
and the destroyer Ulster
damaged by a bomb .
Japanese airfields were attacked in
northern Formosa . Then the BPF
returned to Leyte to replenish . The
Americans called the British 'li meys'.
The RN found that for a bottle of
whisky they could get anything they
wanted from the Yanks .
Illustrious
had been hit by a
Kamikaze·on April 6th . The carr ier and
her crew were worn out. The ll/ustrious
sailed for England for a refit. Her 1830
Corsair squadron had formed in 1943,
by April 1945, 10 of the original 13
pilots had been killed . Illustrious was
replaced by Formidable with a very
efficient , fresh crew , ready for action .
On May 4, 1945, the battleships
King George V and Howe with their
14-inGh guns firing 1590 lb shells , and
the cruisers
Swiftsure , Gambia ,
Uganda, Biack Prince and Euryalus ,
carried out a bombardment of the
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Miyako airfields . While the battleship
and cruisers with their A.A. protection
were absent, the Kamikaze aircraft
attacked
the
carriers,
hitting
Formidable and Indomitable . The
British carriers' 3 inch armoured steel
flight decks saved the British carriers
from serious damage, whereas the
American carriers often suffered
critical damage when hit on their light
flight decks . The American carrier
USS Franklin
was very badly
damaged with almost 800 killed as a
result of a Kamikaze hit. After
Formidable was Kamikazed,
she
signalled, 'Little yellow bastard'.
Admiral
Vian
in
his
flagship
Indomitable replied. 'Are you referring
to me?'
On May 9, Kamikazes
hit
Victorious twice, with 3 killed and 19
wounded . Formidable was damaged
again with one man killed .
On May 25, BPF sailed south for
refit and leave, having lost 203 aircraft
through operations , accidents and
other causes, with 85 killed and 83
wounded in air operations
and
Kamikaze attacks .

The British 1st Aircraft Carrier
Squadron, in July 1945, consisted of
the two new larger fleet carriers
Implacable and Indefatigable , with
two-storey hangars and crews of 2,000
men ; together with Formidable and
Victorious , a total of 255 aircraft . On
July 17, 1945 the British aircraft flew
off to bomb, rocket and strafe the
Japanese
mainland,
while
the
battleship King George V with the
Australian destroyer Quiberon in its
escorting
screen,
bombarded
industrial and engineering works .
By August , allied aircraft had
virtually destroyed the Japanese navy
in Japanese waters. Allied warships 2
miles off shore were bombarding the
Japanese mainland. Aircraft were
flying over Japan with little Jap fighter
opposition .
The air/sea rescue service of allied
destroyers,
submarines
and
amphibian aircraft was excellent, and
most pilots who came down into the
water from A.A. flak were rescued,
sometimes almost inside Japanese
bays .

Some events at the war's end
Battered BPF ships come to
Sydney
A large force of BPF ships,
comprising the battleship King George
V and the fleet carriers Indomitable,
Victorious and Indefatigable , with
cruisers and destroyers, arrived in
Sydney on June 5, 1945. Formidable
had arrived a week earlier to have
serious Kamikaze damage repaired. It
was wartime , but it was no secret that
the BPF was in Sydney, with the
towering superstructure of the larger
ships visible for miles. While the
Sydney men and the boys were thrilled
to see these great ships, the girls were
ready to meet the sailors.
The fleet sailed after a memorable
23 days in Sydney, refreshed after
good meals, fresh fruit and vegetables
instead of the tinned bully beef and
dehydrated potatoes.
Okinawa had fallen in June after
the death of 14,000 Americans and
220,000 Japanese lives.

Attack on the Japanese
mainland
The next BPF operation was to
pound the Japanese mainland with the
huge American Third Fleet in the
height of the typhoon season.

Commander A. .S. ('Dank') Storey
DSC and Bar RAN (Rtd), now 86, was
Vice-Admiral Sir Philip Vian's Staff
Officer Operations in 1945. Serving in
Indomitable and Formidable, 'Dank'
recalled that on August 6, while 100
miles off Japan, the engineer officer
reported to Formidable's bridge that
'he had felt a water hammer explosion
and had a ship been torpedoed? ' The
next day it was realised that the
engineer officer, below water level ,
had felt the underwater shock waves
from the first atomic bomb dropped
over Hiroshima .
On the day that the second atom
bomb exploded over Nagasaki, Lieut.
R.H. ('Hammy') Gray posthumously
won the Victoria Cross. In November it
was announced: "For great valour in
leading from the aircraft carrier
Formidable an attack on a Japanese
destroyer in Onagawa Wan, in the
Japanese island of Honshu, on 9th
August 1945. In the face of fire from
shore
batteries
and
a
heavy
concentration of fire from some five
warships, Lieutenant Gray pressed
home his attack, flying very low in
order to ensure success . Although he
was hit and his aircraft was in flames ,
he obtained at least one direct hit ,
sinking the destroyer. Lieutenant Gray
has consistently shown a brilliant
fighting spirit and most inspiring ·

leadersh ip."
Commander
Storey
recalled
'Hammy ' Gray as a very popular
off icer and one of the best pilots in the
ship. He was probably th e last
serviceman from Canada to be killed
inWWII.
The last BPF pilot to lose his life
was Sub-Lieut. F. Hock ley RNVR , a
Seafire pilot from Indefatigable , who
was shot down east of Tokyo a couple
of hours before the war ended. He
baled out and was captured . Later that
day, after the cessation of hostilit ies,
he was executed . The three Japanese
officers involved were found guilty of
murder. Colonel Tamura and Major
Hirano were hung in 1947 and Captain
Fujino was sentenced to impr isonmen t
for fifteen years .

Return to peace-time
activitivities
On August 15, the signal 'Cease
hostilities against Japan ' was hoisted
fromKing George V, Flagship of Vice
Admiral Sir Bernard Rawlings , KCB,
KBE, and so ended a long and bitter
war . The BPF then rendered most
valuable humanitarian and peace-time
service . The escort carrier HMS
Speaker became an accommodation
ship in Tokyo Bay for repatriated
prisoners of, and HMS Ruler had her
hangar
converted
into
an
accommodation area for internees .
The first evening meal would be piped
'children to supper ', and a lady
passenger told the Australian captain,
J.M. 'Blackjack' Armstrong DSO RAN,
that his ship was like a 'fairy-land' .
After VJ Day, the fleet carriers
Formidable , Implacable and Victorious
headed at 25 knots for Sydney to a
spectacular welcome and took part in
a victory parade in Sydney on August
31, 1945.
Lieut.-Cdr . T .W. Ferrers Walker
RNR , an ex-BPF officer , recently
recalled that there was a great
shortage of passenger sh ips, so the
carriers were converted into P.O.W .
troop transports with some thousand
camp beds and deck chairs . Garden
Island Dockyards built additiona l sick
bays . The Admiral's quarters were
turned into female nurses' quarters in
Formidable . Before the carriers arrived
in Sydney with P.O .W .s, and later
Australian troops from the islands and
New Guinea , the media would
announce their time of arrival and the
ships would be welcomed with
shrieking sirens , cock-a-doodle-doo's
and welcome home signs . Victorious
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transported war brides with doubletiered bunks in the hangars instead of
aircraft .

HMAS Australia in the welcome
celebrations
When the writer's ship ,
HMAS
Australia returned to Sydney in
February 1946, after an absence of 9
months , the BPF was scaling down .
We followed the 44,000 ton battleship
Anson and the cruiser Bermuda into
Port Jackson . Yachts and small craft
escorted us in, with crowds of
spectators at vantage points such as
Bradleys Heacf and the Domain . We
watched HMS Pioneer, its flight deck
loaded with brand-new American built

Avenger , Corsair and Hellcat aircraft
go to sea to dump the lend-lease
aircraft off the N.S.W . coast.
Battleships turned their huge
quarter-decks
and carriers their
hangars, into dance floors for farewell
parties . Trucks arrived loaded with gift
food for Britain . The ships would sail
with their Royal Marine band playing
'Rolling Home to Merry England',
leaving behind crying girlfriends on the
wharf . Some ships sailed for their new
base at Hong Kong .

Memorials and celebrations
HMS Monmouth
will arrive in
Sydney on July 26th. Old BPF sailors
(209) , are returning to Sydney for the

SEA VENOM REPORT

Aircraft Restoration Reports
SEA FURY REPORT
Our project is at a stage where we
will be moving along at a much more
rapid rate from here on. Up until now
we have mainly been paint stripping
and grit blasting which is all but
finished .
The fuselage section from the rear
of the cockpit is virtually complete horizontal stabilisers, elevators plus
trim cables are installed .
The centre wing section and
cockpit section except for a few minor
repairs and final inspection are ready
to be painted .
The outer wings are stripped and
ready for steam cleaning and final
inspection .
The far greater parts of the

VP celebrations in August. Captain
W .F. Cook LVO RAN (Rtd) , who fifty
years ago, at the age of 28 , was
Captain of HMAS Nizam , a RANmanned fleet destroyer off Japan with
the BPF, will be going in September to
Portsmouth for the 50th Anniversary of
the final surrender of Japan in Tokyo
Bay.
Outside the old fleet base in Wylde
Street, Potts Point , Sydney, there is
a BPF memorial erected by the Naval
Historical Society consisting of HMS
Duke of York's badge and tread plate
donated by LtCdr T.W. Ferrers
Walker. Duke .of York was the flagship
of Admiral Sir Bruce Fraser GCB KBE,
when he was C-in-C of the BPF.

hydraulic system have been inspected ,
tested
and
painted
ready
for
installation .
We still have problems with a
shortage of some bits and pieces. If
anyone has any parts of a Sea Fury
laying around their garages we would
sure apprec iate them . If required, no
name, no pack drill!
Unfortunately , we
have lost
Commander Alex Wright who has
been a wonderful help to us all in the
Historic Flight area, we wish him well
for the future .
We welcome our new Commander
Air, Commander Greg Tindall who has
shown a great interest in the Historic
Flight since his arrival.
Oscar Harper
Sea Fury Team Coordinator .

After a lay off of some seven
months while I built a new house, the
team and I are looking forward to
continue our battle with a hard to get
at, knuckle scraping British aeroplane.
I'm sure those of you who have had
the stimulation of working on said
aeroplane type will agree .
Over those months , I have not
been completely idle, time has been
spent getting all the paper work up to
date and chasing around for some of
the bits and pieces that we need to
replace .
I would also like to welcome
Commander Greg Tindall to the flight
and look forward to working with him .
See you in the next Slipstream for
a more specific report on whats going
on.
Tony Penna
Sea Venom Team Coordinator .

KNOW THE FACE
but
WHERE'S THE PLACE?
L-R:
Leading Wrfter Michael O 'Conner
Able Seaman Stevens
Unknown US soldier
Able Seaman Bert Harrell

THE LAST WORD
Air Traffic Control to Aer Lingus:
"Identify yourself, and what is your height
and position?"
"I'm Captain Paddy Murphy, I'm five-feet
-two and I'd be sitting up the front."
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'Hear no evil ... speak no evil ... see no evil!'
' Rusty' Marquis, Kev Wright and John Fry at the NSW Div.Yulefest

